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or

deserved but much of it; as today, emanated from people unwilling
to prosiletize knowledge outside university confines and unaware
of the special teaching, requirements of adult education.

Rarthersbip with-theiWorkers
Educational Association

__\
The 'character of the movement changed with the inception

of the -WEA set up in 1903; two years after the foundation of the
Labour Party. The WEA was the creation of Albert ManSbridge,
a socialist, member of the CO-bperative movement, churchman and
adult edUCatbr: His aim was to equip the working class, especially
its trade union leaders; with the education they had missed when
younger. A network_of volunatry WEA branches was set up
essentially to liaise with the extra-mural departMent in organizing;
publicizing and running joint classes. The WEA therefore; from
the start:was a consumers organization for university classes_
and much of its present daY problems derive from the secondary
role it_has always played. Following the 1902 Education Act

government grants helped bring class fees within the reach of
working people. Very_soon most university work was being carried
out jointly with the WEA. These_new classes required a more
systematic approach than Stuart's short series of one hbur_
lectures preceded by a handOUt and reading list -and followed by
a discussion and_the setting of essay topics. The three year
tutorial class waS born; entailed a small giouP working
closely with their university tutor, listening to informal
lectures; engaging in wido-ranqihq discussion and writing
fortnightly essays_ throughout a total of seventy-two meetingS.
By 1912 the Secretaries of the OXfOtd and Cambridge extra -mural
departments felt able to describe their-work as one of the

.

greatest unifying forCes,in the social life of modern England ":
This was perhaps Sh_exaggeration as even in 1914 the nUtber of
students involved in tutorial'olaages was only 3,345. 9
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' The=191-9-Reend
Interwar Developments

In 1919 a historic report appeared, entitled the Final Report
of the Adult Education Committee -b-f---tbery- of Reconstructionit
WhiCh Urged the eStablishment of an extra-mural department with
an academic head at every university in Britain. Liberal
educatioh for adults, said the report, should be a standard part
of university provision organized by these departments and
financed frOM leddl and national pubPic funds. During. the

1920s extra-mural department6 were establiehed at Nottingham,
'Aberystwyth, Manchester, Exeter, Hull, Leicester; Southampton
and Durham. From the outset structures varied. InsOme cases
extra-mural department directors had professional status; in
others not. In some cases association with the WEA was very
close; in Other-8 remote. However, most departments now had
full.-time tutors who had a teaching and development role in
distridts where they were resident. Often their work complemented
the organizational efforts of WEA branches and their on full7tiMe

_ _ _tutors; But considerable duplication of effort emerged in some
areas exacerbated by the difficulty of allocating distinctive

roles to the two agencies (or Responsible Bodies as they have
becOme to be called) in a country where adult education provision
was still developing and uneven. Official regulations in 1924
intended universities to provide higher level, more cerebral
courses than the WEA and the Local Education Authorities(LEAs),

but in practice much overlap existed; The emergent LEA provision
varied in type andquality. Mbet LEAs concentrated upon vocational
StUdieS, i.e. connected with work; and tended to ignore liberal
education, but some like CaMbridgeshire with its Village Colleges
Were very innovative. 10

Postwar DevelopMente

Local Education Authorities

The 1944 Education Act imposed a (albeit rather vague)

9 s



statutory duty upon local councils to provide educational
fatilitieS fbt adults. Most LEAs now take this rosponSibility-
yery seriously and work has. expanded to the extent that over
two MilliOn students now attend non-vocational classes engaging
the efforts of over 1;000 full-time and 80,000 part-time staff;
The majority of classes occur in the evening; once a week
between September and April, do not lead to examinations and are
mostly concerned with physical or practical activities, foreign

11languages; arts and crafts, music and drama. In addition,
LEAs give financial help and accommodation to voluntary societies,
like the Women's Institutes and Townswomen's Guilds, when they
engage in educational activities.12

Workers Educational AS-so olati:on

In the last twenty years the ftill-tiMe staff of the WEA
has doubled to over 100 but_its work has been overshadowed by
the rapid expansion of the extra-mural dePartmentS; jointly
organized classes have slumped to less than 20 per cent of their
work. The WEA has rather_lost its partnership role and some
critics maintain it has yet to find a new one. Frequently
voiced is the criticism that the WEA has beeh too concerned to_
copy the extra-mural apartment model. But the army of WEA°I!

voluntary workers shou d not be underestimated,her its range of
introductory courses for the pUblic undervalued; some of them
are of a "Standard comparable in every aspect to many classes

p Od- 13 -------z-provided by university resonsible bodies ". Moreover, following___
the retemmendations of the government Russel Report in 1973 the
WEA is seeking to develop its own considerable interest in -work

14for industrial workers and socially "disadvantaged groups.

Extra-Mural Departments

Structure

Since the war the number of the extra -mural departments
has increased to thirty-eightemploying some 340 .fulltime and

1510;000 part-time tuVors. Three - quarters of their silaries are

99
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1

paid'for out of oepartmeht of Education and Science funds the
rest being made up by the University Grants Council,,a

semi-independent body set up by the Government to administer

block grants for the running of universities; Over a dozen

of the newer departments receive no DES grant and derive money
froM other sources.

The structure and organization of the departments tends to
reflect internal university attitudes towards them. Some are
accepted as a natural and valuable part of university life and
dithers are regarded as mere appendages, irrelevant afterthought-8;

The same elitist values which led to the rejection of Sewell's
--

Original plan live on in many university Senate committee meetitigS
Accordingly, the academic status of departmental heads still
varies bUt generally it is rising; illustrative of this trend
is theManchester directorship Whidh has recently been promoted
to profeS8brial level. Another development reflecting and
reinforcing this trend; has been the gradual replacement of the
resident tutor System_by campus-based departments with well
organized administrative support, proper offiCes_for_tutors
and a high proportion of classes held on university premises;
Some critics argue that this tendency has removed tutors away
from the grass roots. Defenders point out that the departments
are now better placed to fight for more resources for their

neglected area and to help_break down th:e barriers of privilege
and mysticism which have long separated British universities
from the rest of society. Campus-based extra-mural departments
tend to employ tutors with responsibility to a subject rather
than to a geographical area. Subjedt tutors have often shown
great initiative and energy in tapping latent demand; "To give
one instance; courses for social workers in one areai.which
nUMbered 9 with 177 enrolMents before a staff tutor was appointed,
increased in five years to 52 with 955 enrolments". 16

Libe'ral Education Courses

Two-third8 of the work of the extra-mural departments
involving annually over 200,000 students -- is still in the
traditional area of liberal education; over one half in the
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humanities (archaeology history; literature, philbSophy and
art)i 13 per cent in the "sciences and most of the rest in
industrial Studies and social sciences; In thiS field the
departments might typically Offer courses -- advertised in a____
variety Of Ways 7- ranging from three-year tutorial classes,
to sessional classes of 20 -24; Short courses of 6-10 meetings;
day,schbolS, Single lectures, residential weekend schbolS and
Summer schools: Certificate or diptoma courses have been a
.big growth area. London, always particularly interested in this
field have as many as 5;000 of their annual 20,000 students
engaged in certificate_ courses. This growth rflects the growing
need for paper qualifications diSCuSsed below. 7 Evening classe
are held on the tampus_or, in collaboration with the WEA and
the_LEAs, in schools and educational centres.__ClasS fees at
present are betweeh 30-40p_per meeting -- relatively low compared
with some LEA fees -- but students and Old-age pensioners can
usually enrol at half price. Despite the near nominal feeS;
the extra -mural classes still attract_only a small minority of
working class and a high proportion of their members are
graduates or profes tonal people;

Some universities; like Cambridge, Manchester Wristol and
Oxford have residential centres offering short-stay courses
of a liberal and vocational nature. The Manchester centre;
Holly Royde College, hosts a wide range of short courses from
September to April and durihq the thre summer

7e

months takes, in
two three-Month international summer s hools, one for working
people from the NordicconntrieS, the other for trade promotion
officers froiti,the developing countries: Manchester AlSO organizes
a_three-week summer school at the Seaside university town of
Bangor in NOrth Wales comprising small week-long seminars;
this_study/holiday approach has proved popular with foreign
students;

Post Experience Courses
_

Along with the improved provision of state education and
easier access to universities since the war, the extra-mural

10
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departments haVe moved into more specialist vocational or
post-experience areas; Courses for social workers, fOr example,
now comprise 8 per cent of all their work;'Manchester even -has

a six-person-team which runs a two year-prOfeaSibhalitraihing.
_course. 18

Industrial education has also grown immensely:- Mos't

departments now organize management courses and; ih association
with the Trade Union Congress educational dkpartmentisa growing
number of day- release courses for shop stewards. 5-bite departments

have used their classes to pioneer social research. The most
famous example is Coats and SiIburn's study of poverty in

Nottingham but a Manchester class recently published a useful

Rousing Improvement Handbook designed to help ottuiahtS of poor
housing to chart the laberynthine official channels leadinto
local government improveriteni. grants. 19-

In addition; Short post experience courses to provide special

skills or up to date information; or which aim to widen the vision,
are organized for a myriad of groups: local or central government

officers, councillors, army officers; magistrates; lawyers,
policemen; business executives, hospital administrators; doctors,

clergy,_Architects, town; planners and farmers to name but a few.
The departments often take the lead in putting on conferences or
symposia (as they are occasionally grandly described); for

professionals in specific areas. These might be "one-offs"
like the recent conference on North West regional government
in the light of government proposals, or they might be annual
events like Manchester's Symposium on Broadcasting _Policy or

_its internationally known conference on Conurbation and Transport.
To Organize these specialist courses the- departments have

to establish close working contacts with a wide range of
organizations, many of which provide the necessary funds; The
1969 Further Education Regulations provide a 75_per cent grant
"towards the cost of providing tuition in any course of liberal
adult education in a programme approved ..." which means that the
"closed" specialist courses are ineligible for grant; a situation
which the Russel. Report urged should be reVerSed. 20

My. a',_
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Teaching and Training
-Tutors (occasionally called staff tutors or lecturers) are

expected to be academically up to university standard. They are
Usually encoura4'ed to pursue a-cadeMib research and many, pf them
undertake lecturing duties in internal departments. ,BUt in
Addition they must nave good organitatiOnal skills; be prepared
to travel to classes and to face audiences of varying ages, social
composition and intellectual leVel. AUdience size can vary --
anything from two or three to '500 -- but most extra-mural
teaching takes place in small groups: and teabning techniques
have developed accordingly. An infOrmal atmosphere is essential
to encourage class participation And,tb disarm the fears of those
with limited educational background. The tutor may be faced
With a group of diverse qualities but, at beat he must seek
to fire their interest and extend their learning abilities to
the liMits. At the very least; he must db enough to bring them
back next week! The overall atandard is high enough to move
the Vice-Chancellor of Durham University to comment that the
extra-mural departments have on their staff "the most successful
practitioners of the art bf teathing that the university has". 21

Whilst full-time tutors haVe ample. opportunity to develop
their skills; part7timers can face initial diffibulties and there
is always a risk that the class Will fail. When employing
part - timers the departments have to satisfy theffiaelves that a

- -new recruit has the necessary qualities and potential; Many
part - timers; however (60 per cent in Manchester) are proven
University teachers and many Others teach in schools; colleges
or polytechnics. Some departments now organize ahbrt training
courses for part-timers to try to CdMmunicate some of the special
problems of adult teaching and the various ways in which they can
9:5e redUced or overcome.

4- Professional adult education and research' exists in some
universities as a separate department; in others as a constituent

-- -- part of its extra-mural department.
In Manchester there is a

separate department of adult edutatibh Offering post graduate
courses for adult educators in Britain andathe developing countries
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as well as training courses for internal university staff;

From small beginnings' adult edUdatiOn research has taken off,

particularly in Manchester, Nottingham; Leicester, Oxford;

Liverpool and Leeds and in its evidence to the Russel Committee

te:University Council for Adult Education(UCAE) urged more
research in such areas as Student motivation, learning

Troitesses; and the educational Ill'eds of adults at different

levels of ability and ent.22

Russel Report (1973)

4
Many of the UCAEs recommendations were echoed by the Russel

RepOri23 but unfortunately it aplared precisely When Britain
was plunging into economic recession. Government savagely

cut public expenditure to reduce the money supply and encourage
the private sector. Local government, accounting for onerthird

of public funds, was forced to economise andadult education

as a low priority area came under the financial scalpel. The

range of courses was reduced; drastically 14 some areas; and

-fees were generally pushed up. The extra -mural departments,

deriving their funds from central government; escaped relatively

lightly. Some of the organizational, recommendations of Russel;

like the establishment of a national and regional advisory

councils have been followed but adult educators wait in vain

farthe main measures to be implemented; Russel had urged_a

doubling of the 'Meagre 1 per cent of,the national educational

budget allocated to adult education, but even without a financial

crisis adult education commands a 16w priority in Britain. 24

Most of the top deci ion-makers in Bfitain have had little

contact with adult cation; top civil servants have a predominantly

Oxford and Cambridge background; the majority of ministers too;

whether Conservative or LabOUr; are University educated.

1 -0 4
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Open-tnlversity

_
Whilst the Russel Report continues to gather dust in the

DES the Open University (OU)-continues to gather momentum.
The OU was founded; with much support from the extra-mural
departments, by Harold Wilson's Labour GovernMent in 1969,
taking in its first batch of 24,000 undergraduates in January; 1970;
The OU has a Royal Charter like any other university and it
exists primarily to confer 4grees although it also offers
non-examination courses varying from six weeks to ten Menths.
Candidates must be over 2/ years of age and need have no
qualifications but they have to be judged acceptable befbre
being taken on. Courses are highly structured_ with special
texts prepared to complement the prOgrammes broadcast on radio
and television (usually at nonlpeak viewing hours), The OU
calculates that 65 per cent of student work is systematic
reading, 10 per cent viewing and listening, 15 per cent contact
with tutors and students in tutorials and at summer school and
10 per cent written project worX or raminations. 25

Degrees are built up. on a credit''system: one credit for each
12 month course' studied. Six 6rgdits equal an ordinary degree
whilst an honours degree require ght, so typically a student
Will take six years to achieveaVP c degree. At present there.
are 55i000rundergraduates and 11I0 post experience students;
Making the OU by far the largeSt un' versity in the country.26
The drop-out rate is relativelIIVerylow: only 50 per cent2-
The'report of thp OU Committee vile'qntinuinq Edu-catiOn looked_
forward confidently to the expansion of existing'provision and
the creation of a Delegacy'of Continuing EducatiOnt in Other
words an OU extra-mural department,:

'

EXtra-Mural Departments

All these Open UniVersity developments have been watched by
the extra -mural departments with admiration tinged with envy

_and a little elarM. The egg which they themselves helped create
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has hat-ched an infant which is growing so large so quickly that
it threatens to become a Cbckoo which will take over the whole
nest. Behind the extra-mural movement from the earliest days

has been_the assumption that working people did not want or need
examinations or university qualifications and that liberal
education Was somehow morally superior to both._ Perhapsthis
itself was a disguised elite idea (though one with much in its
iavour) derived from the ideal of the nineteenth century gentleman

,

scholar pursuing catholic intellectual interests in his leisure
time. During the 1950s and 60s when the LiOndon_Universit

part -time degrees became increasingly pyjular, it emerged that
for many people; extra=mural'hors d'oeuvres were no substittte
for main degree courses. But instead of using extra-mural

expertise to answer this demand, the GbvernMent devised the
highly original OU and also show4d financial favour to the
new polytechnics which could offer full and part-time degrees
more cheaply than the universities,

The sight of new agencies carving out thriving -714tempires
in areas of traditional extra-murl interest has leftko
extra-mural departments feeling by-passed and, underdtandably
a little resentful. And yet, if these departments can abandon
some of their traditiona self-effacement a big"Opportunitl;

exists to play a leading role in a new developmenti Spurred
partially byjhe example of the OU and more especially by
demographic trehds which will leave universities with,much

_Spare capacity by the mid 1980s, the Government hag been rethinking
its policy towards universities. A Government discussion
document Higher Education in the 1990s SuggeSted that anticipated

_

vacant places be filled by mature students; particularly women
_

and working class people and-that provision Of part-time degrees
27be substantially euonded. Mr. Gordon Oakes; one of the:.

education ministers; hhs%ven spoken of universities comprising
_

50 per cent mature Students by the end of 'the next decade: The
UCAE response in June 1978 eagerly took up these ideas. 28

ProvioNpg traditibnal_areas of pr ?ven ;value continue to
expand, the extra -mural departments can useftily apply their

4

1. 6
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4
ex erienee wisdom and special eXp4/rtise in a variety of
po able ways: runnihg.preparatory COUYtieS tot Mature students,
he ing!to plan and taoch courses; involving mAure students;
partiCularlythose undertaking part-time degrees, offering
part-time degrees; providing a conjnielling service for mature
students and so en.

For over one hundred years the extraripural departments haVe
- been making theirdistinctive contrabutt to BritiSh lite_
They have helped conside rably tai ireduce the ha t riers wtween
the people and universities which academics vitTi their special

T
__-: -.title and esoteric subject Langquaes 'tend to constrlict. It

would be iteresting to discover how mtiny universitiesities outSide
Britain organize events similar to Manchester University's
Open Days when over 30,000 local people crowd on to thercampus
to visit laboratories and view display;; and exhibitions. There
arc signs that at lOng la t. policy makers are beginning to

realize that adult education is ail-vital a sector of education
as any other. In the future expansion which now seems inevitable
it is to be hoped that the extra- ral depattments will be
allowed to play a leading rale in etraining renewing;
re,a,rientatingand perhaps; still most IMpOttant,4retrieving
people who dfl*ped out of the educational system at an early age.

1
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS; UNIVERSITIES

AND ADULT EDUCATION 01N ITALY

Alessandro Casiccia

Secondary. Schools and
Access to Universities

In Italy, in Addition to the niforli elementary school

system extending'from pre-school througp primary schoolto_the

uniform middle school, there is the advanced' secondary school
system, consisting of university stream secondary schools, art

schools; teacher training colleges, technical institutions

and vocational schoo40. Some streams within this differentiated__

secondary school system lead directly to a vocational qualification;
others lead exclusively to the university entrance qualifidatiOn.

Up to a few years ago the advanced secondary school system;.
with its university stream secondary school, oc upied a key
position; AdiStinction was made between the 1 eral arts

university secondary schools and the science uni rsity secondary
schools; Both ofthese, but especially the former; were the
prodUct of a typically Italian educational 'tradition emphasizing
eloquence and the humanities. Up until 1969 the university

stream secondary school represented the only route to the

university; on the other hand it was almost impossible to

become a craft man or to take some other trade or even to obtain
OPa post in the civil service through these schools. Even toda1

the main emphasis at the university stream secondary schebIs
is on courses with a mainly philosophical and idealistic content

1 0
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'and this emphasis on the humanities is COmpleMented by a training
remote frOM the practical aspects of life.

-

The discussion of the liberalisation of university entrance
requirements Which began in 1968 has threatened the traditional
privileges of the middle class; namely to attend a university
stream secondary schecil and to receive its diploma and thus
earn-the right to enroll in one or the other faculty at a
university;

Now, following JO years during Which university entrance
requirements were -relaxed, some restrictions are being re Introduced.
In Julyof 1978, in the draft bill Of a university reform measure
which has long been Under discussion in parliamentary committees,
an article was introduced under which AdMiSSiOn to a university

_

wil berestricted to theSe having a secondary school diploma
Whi h "agrees" with the particular field or diacipline which
the applicant wishes to sutdy. Anyone who does not have the

.

required kind of diploma will have to paSS an entrance examination.

Advanced Secondary: Schools

In additiOn to the university stream secondary schools
described above; which represent the traditiOnal form of secondary
school and which still exist toaay; there are a whole series
of advanced secondary schools which Offer specialised training
and which grant diplomaS, some of which provide direct access
to employment or are also accepted as fUlfilling the entrance
requirements to a university. Examples of such schools are
the language secondary schools, the arts schools, which are
subdivided into art secondary Schoola and conservatories; the
teacher training colleges; which provide the primary school
teaching credential; the teChnical,institutes; which provide
dirdct entry into certain forms Of employment, (e.g. as a
bookkeeper or surveyor); and finallf the vocational schools;
whose students are almost exclukvely from workers' families,
(but -which will not be discussed here).

Within the context of this tendency to continue to permit
wide access to university; a trend has emerged in recent years

Iii
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with regard to the transition from secondary school to university;
or from secondary school to employment; A survey conducted in
1975 shows that a very high percentage Of those leavinq secondary
school desire to enter employment-and at the same time take a
course -of studies; In 1975 there was a total of 43.2 per cent
of registered StUdents who were alsogainfully employed. It
remains to be seen how this trend will deVelop in view of the
plans alluded to above to restrict university entrance;

Adult Education in Italy

Italian adult education involves few eStabliShedinstitutions
and structures; but is rather more a question of some temporary
State Measures and of educational activities arising from social
controversy and struggles by the trade unions. Italian adult
edUOatiOn is characterised by constant procoaaea Of change and
a lack,ofUegislative security._ It is only in the case of the
people's schools that antiquated laws and decaying Structures
exist which maintain the-function of adult-education in a .

patriarchal and discriminating form; The areas of adUlt education
to be described in the fallowing are: (1) The outmoded people's
Sch601, th popular education courses,and evening SthbOlS;
(2) paid Educational leave on the "110 hour model"; and (3) the
use of university structures and institution8.by part -time
students.

People's Schools, Popular Educatibh-CO-Urses and Evening Schools

Immediately after the Second World war attempts were made
to come to terms with the problem of illiteracywhich Facism
had been Unable to solve. Thus in 1947 people's Stheitil courses
and in 19A9 popular education courses wereinitiated. The
purpose of the people's school was to overcome adult illiteracy,
to offer courses which would provide primary school education
and lead tocomplpte middle school; i.e. to a desired Vocational
qualification; The failure of these initiatives is evident

i41
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from the f011dWing data. In 1951/52 500;000 addltS participated
in courses of this kind; but in 1961 there were still approximately
3;700;000 illitetates (of these; 2;600;000 in the south of
Italy), to which must be added 4;000,000 semi-illiterates;
Hence these initiatives have had little real impact and success
and in the year 1974/75 the htMber of registered students
dropped to 63;700.

In addition to the activities of the people's schools the
Ministry of EdUbation set up general popular edddatiOn courses.
To quote official statements, theSe courses were aimed at
"adults ftbM all Social spheres and classes with various degrees
of education" and their purpOSO was "to give people a clear and-__ -

secure awareness as individuals of the necessity of aChieving
perfection in all aspects of life and not merely in their
vocation...".

In the course of the fifties these courses slightly
increased in popularity-but in the sixties; despite ambitious
plans, they became almost meaningless._ When these courses were
at their peak; the -work included the following
elementary education courses; preparatory courses for apprepticesi
summer courses and Courses on public holidays; inttodtet-ory

courses_in music, courses in, cultural motivation and continuing
.

_education and Socio-cultural course offerings such as leCtUib-
courses.

Related to theSe activities, towards the-end of the sixties
the Ministry attempted to transform the regional lecture centres
into_social centres for continuing, ekducation and cultural
services. However; this attempt Was largely a failure as were
the so-called evening Schdols, which were organized by the
secondary schools and offered courses for adultS, restricted
to problems in odUCAii6h. All of these activities in the field
Of adult_education set in motion by the initiatives taken by
the Ministry had no laSting success.
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d.Educational, LeanWithih_thia-0hou-rModej"

150. hours dr; not the result of a reform 1A-VfOr other
governmental initiaVive, although the intention of the legislation

_"i-s----completely compatible with the constitution of the Italian
'Republic. It resUlted fromthe Werkers' struggles which
CUlthinated in the 1973 collective agreement between workers
and management in the metal and engineering industries. In
this contract the rightof every worker was established to
150 hours of paid educational leave within a period of 3 years;
This block of hours can also be taken in the forM of paid
educational leave within one year This achievement, which
initially applied only to workers in the industries mentioned
above (1,200,000 in the major private metal and engineering
companies, 150,000 in smaller ones, 400,000 in companies with
State participation) was soon addlited as a clause in agreements
in other sectors . Many agreements have variants of this clause:
for example ii the textile industry; which provides for 120 hours
per annum (40 of these with pay) or in publishing (100 hours of
paid educational leave two years); or inthe.Case of the
agricultural workers (60 hours per annum).

_

The total number of hours which each industrial undertaking
is obliged to grant its employees as paid educational leave
Can be calculated if the number of employees is MUltiplied by
30; The present settlement, modified by the agreement of 1976

in the metal and engineering industry, provides for an extension
of paid educational leave to a Maximum of 250 hours for every
-worker.

At present there are courses prgParing for primary and
.middle school examinations which require 450 hours (16 hours
per week distributed over 5 dasr). They are given in the
AfternebUs and in part overlap with working hours. For the
workers in the metal and engineering indUStry and the textile
workers (who have-ach±eyed the extension of the 150 hours to a
maximum of 250 hours in sompanie) the working day is
divided equally into a period of work and a period of study.

The 150 hours courses in their present form are not yet

114
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integrated into the Italian education system. The Ministry

is attempting to have: -the 150 hours cour ,pes changed into a

one year evening course, which means that the authorities

recognize the present form of the 150 hours courses only as
an experiment. At the moment the Ministry issues an annual

set of regulations governing the maximum number of courses and

some aspects of course content. In some regions local governments

fund courses based on the 150 hour model if demand exceeds
supply. In principle the 150 hours thus have an insecure and
only semi-official status;

From the outset it was the strategy of the trade unions

(1) To emphasize within the framework of the 150 hours the

Preparation for the compulsory uniform school-leaving

examination. It is in this area that the greatest number

of paid education lea e courses are given. Nevertheless,
150 hour educational eave courses are also given at the

secondary school and iversity level.

(2) To open up the 150 hou not only to workers on paid
educational leave, but o all adults in general (housewives,

the unemployed, casu workers). In this area significant
success has aIread been achieved which points the way to
a new system of adult education in Italy.

(3) To hold the 150 hour courses in the public schools and

universities and to prevent them from being pushed4aside into

marginal areas.

The trade unions do not support, indeed they criticise, the

attempt by the Ministry to change the 150 hours into normal

evening courses. The unions also oppose the extension of the

150 hours into vocational training, because this could create

competition for the cultural courses within the 150 hours,which
.

are offered by the secondary and university level institutions.

Hence the trade unions argue in favour of the creation of a

separate parallel_Ievei for-vocational training and upgrading,

which is closely linked with the other areas of adult training;

However, this strategy_of separating general and cultural education

from vocational education, the goal of which is to provide
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institutional security for both leVelt of education, creates
a far-reaching problem especially at the university leVel. It
could help to consolidate an existing tendency, and to support
the traditional Italian education system Wi-tU:its emphasis on_
ideA8, eloquence and the humanitieb, However, not to carry out
this separation would in practice lead to the replacement of much
of the general and cultural education courses y vocational
education.

Thig prObleM has been recognized and diScUtted, especially
at_the university level. The result of this discussion was
that a nUMber of 150 hour paid educational aedve courses were
planned and given; dealing with the_relationship of academic
learning to problems of the industrial world: fbr example,
the -role of industrial medicin in.diagnosing health hazards

e at the place of work; problems of the labour market from a
political and sociological paint of view etc. The participation
of workers in thete Courses was, however, not as great as
anticipated. This watrprobably be-cause such topics were more
specialised than the Workers had, associated wiph university
education in the traditional tense.

Part-iMe--Studies for Employed Adults-

In addition to the 150 hours there are in Italy examples
more spontaneous and informal use by workers of university
structures and institutions. For example; in the course of
mass political demonstrations attempts have taken place to

elf

achieve a strategic convergence of individual actiiiitiet through
what is knOWn as collective university projects, which represent
alternatives to the bffiCial university programmes. An example
of this is the Department of \Political SCience at the University
of Turin:

A further innovation at the university level was achieved
through the improvement of universiti, admission requirements
as of 1968; as a result of which part-time study considerably
increased and the elitist Characterof the Italian universities
was brought to an end. The Department of POlitital Science
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in Turin is probably not a typical. example in terms of the
nUMberof part-time students. Of the students who were enrolled

there in 1973/74 76;9 per cent had completed their SchoOling

at a technical school or at a vocational school. In no less
than 25 per cent of the cases, however, more than six years

had elapsed between their leaving school and commencing part-time
studies.

AS the following table illustrates; 83,2 per cent of

students enrolled in the DepartMent of Political Science

the University of Turin are part-time students.
at

Students No. %

FUll-time employed 2,258 73.8
.

.

Part-time employed 228 9.4

Non-employed 496 16.2 .,.,_.,

--,

Housewives 18 0.6

TOtal 3,060 100.0

Studies have shown, that approximately one third of the
students enrolled had started out as workers and have meanwhile
achiev40 the status of salaried employees. Both the_s67ealled

vertical and horizontal mobility of these students is very great;
BeOuse of the frequently long interval between leaving school
and commencing studies, the age of part-time students is constantly
increasing._ At present 54;5 per cent of the StUdents are above
the age of 25; 4.1 per cent are over 40 years of age..

In the case of the Department of Political -Science at Turin
University the develOpments described above have led to references
to a phenomenon known as recycling into the education syStem.

Recycling into the education_ system means that both workers
and management regard part-time studies in functional terms.
The workers see it as an improvement of their promotion potential
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and hence a change_to obtain better pay; the employers hope to
achieve an increase in the mobility of intellectual potential.
HOWever. recycling into the education system does not automatically
mean upgrading in the production system, i.e. increasing the
qualificatiens demanded of a worker in the sense of giving
him or her more responsib'e work:

It can be demOnstrated that a university degree obtained
through part-time studies leadS to ohly,a VerSillimited increase
in vertical mobilitywithin the labour system. Bureaucratic
structures within_ many companies hold theSe Who ha completed

,
their degree in their old jobs. Hence those who ha e the
greatest career ambitions tend to place greater trust_ in precisely
these infleXible structures whch facilitate promotion on the
basis of personal connectionsl-ather tan acquired Abilities
and knowledge.

_To_reach a better understanding of thiS cOMplex-problem_it

is also necessary to integrate into the discussion the personal
variables, i.e. the attitudes and expectations of the part-time
students; These variableS are closely related to the motivation
for the choice of a particular programme of part-time stddies.
The Department of Politital SCience at Turin conducted a survey
on thig subject. The most frequent replvto the question why

a particular.programme or course was ch914en was "general interest
in this field_of study". Other frequent answers were "a need
for cultural and political orientation" and "improvement of social
relatienShips and widening my cultural horizons". The main
component in these motives can be ihterpreted_in two different
way8t (a) as effiphaSizing the exchange value of the university
degree; and (b) as emphasizing the Utilitarian value of the knowledge
acquired. Interpretation (a) implies that the - part -time student
is indifferent both towards his vocation and the specific content
of his part -time Studies, and that he regards his university
diploma exclusively as a means of increasing his OWn.exchange
value on the labour market, Interpretation (b) implies that
there is a need for the direct application of the Contents of
university stddieS. The Student expectsguidancei_thegratificatina...:
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of cu/tural needs; the acquisition of knowledge, All'Of which
V

are not directly related to his work but assakned to be useful

both:iii general industeial4Ife.(participatiori\in trade union

and political activities) and also outside-of v'ork, for example

t e ability to understand better the information in newspapers

4hand books and television, to develop social contacts; to be .

active in cultural events and to participate directly in.political
life

In both of the cases described, however,-part-time study

is the answer to tendencies towards downgrading in the area of

intellectual activity; due to changes on the capital side and

within the immediate work sector. The answer`, consists in an

attempt to "reachieve the value" of one individual self, which
is not directly applicable in one's job.

2)\
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UNIVERSITY CIRCLE. ACTIVITIES IN NORWAY

Wilfred Werner

Since 1965 an interstipg expansion Of the_faciIities
for'participation

in extra -mural university studies has taken place.
, Such facilities are primarily designed for adults engaged, in
full employment. This development is.:tht resulofthe
Storting '(Parlimanet) Bill No.:, 92; .1964/65 adopted by the'
Storting on June 12; 1965. In this comprehensive document
mention is made, inter alia. of the part played by the universities
and higher institutes in the field of adult educit on: It is
emphasized that the universities and higher instit tes would be
able to play an4OpOrtht part with regard to educ tory measures
launched in conjunctionwith voluntary adult education organizations;

_and the universities have arrived at a flexible form of cooperation
by means of the so-Alled university circles. The presentation
of the programme outline and the_leader mist be approved -by
the University_and the Ministry of EccleslastitAffairs and
Educationi which also supervise the activities. The Storting's
resolution was subsequently succeeded by a declaration made by
the collegia academics at the University of Oslo on April 11; 1969:

The University undertakes the responsibility
for the - courses on University level which
are held in the districts by approving both
the teachersandithe prOfedSional content
of the courses through the-Department_for
Inforthatibh Activitiesi whilst the_Folk
University attends to the practical_
arrangements; the recruitment of the
participants and the finances;

121
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A university circle constitutes an alternative way fOt peopio
:outside the universities with regard to an introduction'to
vocational SUbjects-.on a university levei. At the Same time

- a uraVeity circle may provide assistance. for. Fart-time student$
who

-

aie;:P"teParing for a univerSity:'-examination on theirOn.
This.lait-Mentioned factor.haSgained, increaSingtopicatintereit
as a regUlt-Orthe.rising demand Sr post; secondary anti continuing
eduction: :.Thi'i;.development,Wa's f6iesee in_the Storting'Ss

!proposal teapecting adult education where; referring to university
ciclesi the following is stated:

AS regards-tKeigualifications required_fOr
participation!in the courses, no fixed'rule

has'.been laiSdownrespecting=general.
eduCation: iThis:glyes!fise to the question
as:tOWbether the digual:4equirement for
artiuM (Matritulationras'ia'gualification
fOr)kilmisSion_to. ()Ur untydesities and:,
highe institutes may not more generally
be.waiVed. ,-

_
.

From a modest experimental operation of university circles
with a view to ptepatati forexaminations which was launched
in fiVe places in the aut of 1965; the extent of the activities
today.far exceeds any of the anticipated demand. In 1976;
UiVerSit -circles were being run in 94 communities, and it is
noteworth that, softie of these places had only a few thousand
inhabitants.

-The-'total- number of participants exceeded 18;000i but of
thiS number there were certainly no more than approximately

41- 8,000 who wereenrolled as students at one of:the universities
and who were preparing for university examinations. The largest
number of participants; totaling 6,112, is to be found among
thOge preparing for their degrde in philosophy. The other most
usual courses offered are mathematics, pedagogy, English;,German;
Norwegian; religious knowledge; law; political science; hi-Story
of the arts, modern mathematics; physics and phonetics. Under
the auspices of the Folk Universities in Oslo; Bergen and
Trondheim, university circles of a different character have
also been ctdUeted: viz., in subjects which for the time being

_i 0
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are not being taught at the unimprsities: journalism; conservation

of the enVironment and business administration, to mention just
a few;

It is worthy of attention that the number of extra -mural

students in pedagogy is considerable; as a matter of fact; in
excess of"the total number of studs of pedagogy attending
the Univerglty of OS16. It is assumed that the main i4iRon
for this is to be found in tha°part examination arranVement which
has beeft-intrOdUded in the basic study of pedagogy and which

affords these students the opportunity of taking their, examination
in five stages ThiS development was also alluded to in the

.

Storting's Bill No. 92; 1964/65; where the following. is stated:

In connection with-the extended activities
of the university circles it may be
appropriate to go further into the question
concerning theght to sit for part'
examinations at .the universities; ,Also
as regards qualifications on university
level; many persons will-need some proof
of the-fact'that they actually, possess
knowledge_corresponding to the requirements
at the universities in the discipline
concerned.

The splitting of the programme -of study int-6:Minor entities is
gradually becoming the practice as regards other subjects Where
the conditions are favourable. In this connection mention
may be made of the fact that the administrative aUthbrities

at the University of 0s16,,have called the attention of the
faculties'to the need for arranging the teaching in such
manner that part -time students may also participate.

In 1976 the Ministry of Ecclesiastical AffaiiS And EdUCation

has granted 5;100000 N-OrW.Kr to the university circles. Even
if Only 10 per cent of the participants; i.e. 1;800 StUdentS,

pass a university -xamination after having studied in this manner;
the teaching exp uses per candidate will be exceedingly re-AS-On-Able

from the State p nt of VieW On theother hand; perhaps the
gain, in terms of nowledge is in accordance? The only available
material that may eluCidate the question are the statistics
regarding the number of persons who fail to pass their examination

1-23
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in philosophy at the universities and in the extra-mural teaching
centres respectively: all evidence points out that there are no
significant differences. On the other hand it i8 customary
to maintain that the participants in the university circles
receive far from the same comprehensive teaching facilities
and 4 milieu which can be said to be equally as inspiring as
is -the case at the universities.

The university circles have been mentioned in connection
with the need for relieVihg_the pressure on the universities
amongst others by Mr. Bondevik, the then MihiSter, during a
Parliame a debate following a direct quetion put to him
on October 27, 1970. The approximately 6;112 Students who
attend lectures in their respective local diStricts with a view
to taking the examination in philosophy; bring a relief of
the pressure with regard to bedaitters and vacancies in the "'

reading-rooms. On the other hand, the university tittles bring

an appreciable pressure on the WhOle examination appaptus
and adMinistration of the universities and, to a certain extent,
also On the teaching staff, Yet; the purpose of the university
Circles has never been to relieve the pressure On the Uhiversities,
but to contribute to a kind of regional development which was
not previously afforded much attention, The university circles,
are part of the same development Whith has given rise to the
touring State theatre, the touring State.gallery, the touring
State concerts; and similar activities:

The great majority of those who study at the basic or
intermediate leVel in their subjects in the diStriCts would not
as a rule haVe burdenedthe universities. This particularly
applies to housewives who in their early youth either had to
interrupt their studies or_who were not given an opportunity
to even begin. it!is rather inconceivable that these people
would leave their husbands and children in order to enroll at
a university for an indefinite period, On the Other hand, it
is_hotimposaible that the university circles may become a
relieving factor if the conditions are made favourable so that
full-time students deem it to:be their advantage to use the

1 24
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University circles as'an alternative towards a basic study
N

examination -- and then later on to apply for entry to the

universities in order to pursue more advanced courses of study.

The possibilities of such a development were discussed at a

recent conference held in Hamar and can be summer up under the

following items:

(1) The information and guidance services intended for the

students in the districts must be more effective and

co-ordinated.:,.. For the time being it will suffice if one

consultant position is established at-l'each university.

(2) University teaching posts must be instituted, involving

compulsory extra-mural teaching either on a full-time or
a part-time basis. It will thus be possible to supplement

the teaching which is carried on by local lecturers.

(3) The Ministry must provide for additional grants to cover the
costs of external examiners' fees; An arrangement must

be established whiCh ensures the adequate payment of permanently

employed university lecturers whq act as external examiners

for the students from the districts.

(4) New, and more time-saving methods of evaluation should be

set into operation.

(5) Experimental use of audio-visual aids should be.introduced

into the district teaching, combined with short summer and'

weekend courses, and other similar arrangements.

(6) As is known, in the National Budget.for 1976, the total

net expenses towards universities, higher institutes and

other research work amount to 1.664,8 million Norw.Kr.

Where there is no research work there is no university tuition.

But an increase in research will not necessarily involve

an increase in university tuition. A rationalization of

the university circle system can ensure the maximum exploitation

Of thetuition section without any disruptiol of the priorities

as regards the research section.

At the annual meeting of the Folk Universities held in Bergen

in March of 1971 it was maintained that modern society will

come to demand elements of university education in two-thirds

125
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of All employment positions. 'Should this actually happen;

ve shell be faced with educational problems which can not solely

be met through the building of new universities;
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UNIVERSITY ADULT EDUCATION

IN POLAND,

AgnieStka Bron-Wojciechowska

and

Michal Bron Jr.

This paper represents a brief description of the functions
of university adult education in Poland; First of all it
provides the notion of an overview of university adult education;
Second, it describes the structure of higher edddatiOn in Poland
as the basis for discheSing the:range of university adult
education, i.e. studies in adult education; research in adult
education;- part -time study; and university extension. Third.;
it deals with the coordination bodies in POlieh university adult
education and other activities. Finally, it presents some
perspectives of university adult education in POland and needs
for further development.

Overview of University Adult Education

Four most important activities can be digtinghighed in
Polish university adult OdUdation. _First, there are studies
and degrees in-adult education-: Those studies are provided by
the education departmentd of the universities and by the teachers'
training colleges for full-timestudies as a Compuleory shbject.
Mosllof the students are being prepared to become teachers or
administrators within the educational systeM. SOMe of the
students take M.A. seminars in adult education and specialize

1 2 7
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to be adult educators.

Research in adult education is and taken in Poland by
specialists at '_the universities and c011eget a't well as.by those
who work in they independent research institutes:

Part-time stUdies, primarily evening and extra -mural programmes,
are provided by mo-t department\of universities and colleges

for employed adults. \These programmet are bh the tame level as_Nf _

full-time StUdiet and lead to M-_dk". and M.S. degrees. Part-time
credit studyiis not an integrated part of university extension
activities as is usually the case in English speaking countries;

The last area is connected with university extension_which
is something different When compared with university extension
elseWhere. There are no separate extension departments which
provide activities for the general public. It is better to
classify this area as that of the popularization of knowledge.
Most of the university staff members popularilie knowledge through
books and essays or give lectures on results of their research.
But those activities are not Organized by the university or,
if so, at best, only .very sporadically;

The Structure of Higher Education in Poland

_ There were 89 higher edUeatfton establishments and 16 affiliated
institutions in Poland in e academic year 1975/76. They
include 10 universities, 18 teehhical universities, 7 agricultural
academiet, 6 economic academies, 2tharine higher schools, 12
teachers' training colleges; 10 Medical academies, 6 higher
schools of physical education, 16 higher schools of art and
music and 2 theological acadeMiet. Besides, there were 20 faculties_

(12 of theM belonging to technical universities) connected with
colleges. In addition there are 12-7 Study_and consulting

centres throughout the country. Both types of institutions
offer courses for pait-time StUdehte.

The Pe1ith_universities and colleges are run by the State
and are financed from the state budget, both for teaching and

research_University education is free of charge for the Student
as. it is on all other levels of edUdation in Poland. The only
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private higher education establishment is the Catholit University
of Lublin.

4

The management of higher education system is c4ntrAlized.

The highest authority rests with the Rector (President,
Nate-Chahcellor) who governs the school as a principal fOr all
staff members; He is also a chairthan of the university senate.

The university is subdivided into faculties with the dean,
as a superior authority; The fatUlty is in turn divided into
departments which are governed by directors; Faculty, and
sometimes departments, have an authority to_give higher degrees
becAUSe they possess their own Academic Councils; The departments
are divided,into sections;

TO be Admitted as a student at Polish university or college;
it is necessary to receive matricUlatiOn from the secondary
School (general or technical) and to pass the secondary school
final examination. The next step is tti Apply for and successfully

pass the university entrance examination in relevant subjects
which is highly competitive. ThiS is betAUSe of the restriction
on the number of students in Polish higher education system
(numerus clausus).

There are more candidates than places at most universities
and their faculties or institutes; the annual number of ,available
places is controlled by the Ministry of Higher Education through
the medium-term. In the academic year 1975/76 there were 468,129
students at Polish universities and colleges. Most of them took
Part in full7time studies -- 283;159 (60.5 per cent) -= while

.

the rest -- 184;970 (39.5 per cent) -- were part-time students;
In 1975 6,312 students participated in 3-years full-tithe doctoral
studies; while 11,645 were_enrolled in postgraduate studies
(full- and part-time ): up to 2 years; The higheSt proportion
of students are in technological_ fields (1/3 of the student
population), the second highest enrollment is in social sciences
and the third in natural sciences.

Higher education study lasts for 4-5;2 years; the period
dependingupon the field or discipline. Technology and medical
Studies are the longest. Generally there are two types of
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StUdiei, i.e. full-time and pa 't -time: The latter is organized
as evening courses; extra-mural Studies,

,courses.
external andjsandwich

1n terms of social background; most Of the Polish
full-time_ (::

studentS come from the inteligentsia (54.1 per cent); followed
by workers' families (30;5 per cent), while the smallest percentage

,

comes from farmer (11.9); others make 3 ;5 per cent;
There are still too few udents coming ftoin workers' and farmers'
families. TO increase their number; candidates from these families
are as a rule given some additional credits in their university

entrance examination;. The situation is reversed among part-time

1
Students. A high'pe centage of them are of working class
origin (48.'7 per cent); ftillowed by farmers (26.5 per cent)

and inteligentsia (23.5 per cent); others form 1.3 per cent.
The help Which the Students get from the state during their

edUcation include: scholarships; free accommodation in student
residences and subsidiZed university canteens.

The University teaching staff included in 1972/73 academic
year 6;395 professors and assistant professors, 21;223 senior

lectUrerS and 3,618 junior lecturers; making a total teaching
staff of 31;236.

The objectives of higher education institutions in Poland are
not only to educate but also to COndUct research and to provide
training and adVancement of young research workers.

The research work pursued by research Staff of universities

and colleges Albhg with the teaching is conducted in the scl.
institutes and other centres; Research is also undertaken t

research centres Subordinatpd_to the Polish Academy of Sciences
and the Ministries; as well\-as in central laboratories, and
the like; Higher edUdatiOn institutions constitute a firm link
in this system. More than 1;000 research topics are dealt with
at the universities and colleges every year.

Studies in Adult EdUdatlbn-and-Masters Degrees in Adult Education

There are no separate programmes in AdUlt ed bationin- Polish
universities and ttilleges, i.e. there are no Ad It Education

)t3()
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InStitutes at the universities. But there are compulsory lectures;

classes or seminars of educational studies.

EdUdational studies are offered by 22 higher education

institutions in Poland i.e. 10 universities and 12 teachers'

training Colleges. The educational studies last for 4 years (8
semesters). They are divided into two parts: the fitst part Which

lasts for two years introduces to the students the general
k

knowledge.of education; The following subjects are included

in this part: general education, history'of education; didactics

(teaching-learning process); theory of education, comparative

education; te-socialization, biology; economy; statistics;

methodology of education etc; All students have to take two
languages and they also have physical training.

In addition; in the second year of sty all students

participate in Compulsory adult education courses (lectures and

classes)'for two semesters. The content of the adult OducatiOn

course is the following: the concept_of_adult education; its

object and field of study; origin and devef6pment of adult OdUCatibh

in Poland and abroad; the development of adult education in the

Polish People's Republic; the adult learner as an object and

subject of educational activities, the education of adults in

contemporary Poland, teaching and learning of adults; adult
educators and teachers. The course consists of 30 hours of classes
and 15 hours of lectures. The education content and chosen Lo
method depend upon the teacher and his specialization in tKe
field of adult education The curriculum is general and varies
according to the university. Discussion is the most popular

_

method used during classes.

In the second part of the education studies, which also lasts

fbr two years, all students have to choose a specialization from
among the following: pre-school education, school education,

in- and but-of-school children care, and cultural and educational
activities. The lastnamed specialization is taken by most of
the Students, and can be recognized as preparation for adult

education as well. In this specialization students are being

prepared ftir cultural and educational work outside the school
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sY tem, both with children and adults;

/

During the four-year programme students are trained also
Ctidallye they visit educational institutions and serve there

alio_their practicum.

The studies. discussed above end with an examination for
Masters degrees; The oral examination and written thesis can
be Cholien from thefollowing disciplines of education: general
education; theory"Of education; didaCtidS, history of education;
education for revalidation, in- and out-of-school children

care, comparative education; vocational education theory, and
40adult edUdation. In the second year of their study; students

participate in master programme seminars. Altogether they have
120 hourt of seminars inthe masters degree programmer Their
projects are mostly empirical..

All universities and colleges which offer educational studies
have_ departments or sections of adult OdUdation; the staff of
these departments provide the courses in adult education;

In_some universities there used to be inter- faculty courses
in educational and cultural work. These were organizelipy

AdUlt education departments of the faculties of education and
were avaiIable'as electiVeS &Jr all Students from the university.
Students could participate in classes and lectures when they
completed the second year Of their On studies. The motivation
for participation was their personal interest in educational
and cultural work; desire to know the Methods of research work;
and intereSt'in edUCation through art. There were 4 hours of
classes and lectures every week and diSCUSSioh was most commonly
used as a method f teaching.

The study in educational and Cultural work which lasted:for
two years inClUded the following subjects: psychology of adults;
theory of adult education; sociology of CUltUre, Methodology of
research work; edUdation through art. The course ended with an
examination which consisted of two colloquia and two examinations.
There-was also a month Of practice in an educational or cultural
institution. Students received special cortifidateS, which were
honouredas professional or even post-graduate study. Most of
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the students came from such faculties as history, geography;

education, and philosophy.

The first inter-faculty studies in educationafand cultural

Work_started in 1965 at Poznan University which i the only
university where they still exist. In 1966._these studies were

established_in other universities as well; but after 15 yeras of
work they were abolishe& The educational authorities justified
their deCision as follows: (a) the number of students graduating
from each university (20-30 persons annually) was too small in

Comparison:to the high cost, and. (b) the problems of educational

and cultural work became a part of the regular curriculum in
OUdational Studies. The studies continued at Poznan University

bycause the student participatipn had' been greater than anywhere
else. The studies there contain two very important additional

subjects: problems of tourism and hiking (with observation and

study of the region), so they can prepare students for tourist
guidance as

There are no post-graduate studies in adult education yet;

but in 1979 it is planned to establish them at the University of
Warsaw;

Research in Adult-Ethic

As has been mentioned above, there are departments of adult

education in fadUlties of education at all Polish universities
and in teachers' training colleges. Those departments not only
organize and provide classes, lecture§ and seminars in- adult

education; but they -also conduct research in adult education.
The following is a liSt of several main reserach topics carried
out in various universities and research centres.

At the WaraaW University, tile Department of Adult tpucation

Carries on research in areas such as comparative stUolieS in
adult educatiOn (Arabic countries, Scandinavian equntries; the

Soviet Union); industrial relations (work adap*Sti n, evaluation
of vocational and upgtadihg courses for working peopTei education
in creativity at work), popularization of knowledge (folk high
school participants and their educational needs; contents and

133
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methods of popularization of knowledge in the people's universities,
methodical education of adult_educators)..

Researchers in the Cultural PopUlSriZAtibh Sedtion at the
Jagiellonian University of CradOW conduct investigations in

education tWrough art; mass communication; adUltA' hobbies,
adults' leisure.

The main areas of research in the Department of AdUlt Education
at the Poznan University are: reading habits of adults, adult

.reading. interests, motives of reading; and comparative studies

in reading habits in Poland and abroad.
%

The staff of the Adult Education Department at 'the LUblih

University are interested in Sdh-cidolS for adults, educational

polid, popularizai4on knowledge at people's universities,
education 4or adults living in villages,.and further training
fOr teachers.

The Departmehof Adult EdUCAtibh at the Torun University

conducts Studies inhistory of adult education in Poland and
in distance education:

At the Uhiversity of Lodz a group of adult educators work

mostly on the problems of adults' leisure; edUdational counselling,
and parent education.

There are many other institutions outside the universities

which conduct research in adult education. Foi example, there
ii the Institute for_Science Technological Progress and
Higher Education in Warsaw. The Education Department o. the
institute conducts research in part-time studies for adults,
,self- directed learning and personal development of adultsiteaching
problems_for adults, and comparative study of university adult
education.

Research inolgricultural education for adults is undertaken

by the Academy of Agriculture in Wart-SW and Academy of Agriculture
'aild Technology in Olsztyn-.

Studies in education fbt workers, vocational training and

upgrading are undertaken by the'Institute of Vocational Training
in Warsaw; Warsaw Technical unitrity and the Institute of
organitetion of Engineering IndufW.

111P1 4
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of teaching adults. modern methods and Media
by the Teachers' Training_College in Cracow.

University; The Institute for Building

Mechanization in Warsaw, and the Teachers'
Training College in Zielona Gora.

The study of problems of the educators of adults
by the Research Itistitute of Teachers' Training in watsauy The
Instirute of Educational PrograMmes prepares programmes and

I

is undertaken

- investigates their Value and effectiveness at the school for
adults.

_Finally; genekal adult education is studied at the Silegia
Research. Institute in Katowice

Part-time Stud

There haS been a long tradition of part-time study in Poland.
The first correspondence courses fbr teachers were organized
in 1890; In 1916 two- year correspondence programmes for
non - qualified teachers were:Organited. Then the correspondence
university and correspondent coursescourses in'agricuiturd as Well as
in cooperatives were established.

Today there are four kinds of part -time study at universities
and'colleges; i.e. evening

courses and external spudies.
courses; extra-mural courses. sandwich

K The programme of evening study Is the same as of full-time
study. but.the Students have to, work more on their own. ClaSses
and lectures are held in the evenings 3-5-times a week. They
are specially Organized_for courses which need laboratories.
To become more effective; the evening programme should include
1-2 whole days in a Week of study (day- release courses);

Extra -mural study is organized "mostly as- guided independent
study with the help of programmes. syllabuses, counselling
centres, methodological counselling agencies,_ text=books. radio
and TV programtti es. 'There are sessions once fn two weekt for two
days,_organized by the universities for laboratory work, tutoring
and examinations: The extra-mural form is the best for
non-laboratOiy coupes; such as economics and humanities.
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External studies are themost self-directed form of:study.
T#e;.post-secondary institution doep not organize any help, it
gives only a lidt of examinations and the. range of obligatory
content of particular subjects; The students may consult the
time-tab e of examinations.

San ich courses; so popular in Great Britain and the USA,

are stiII.at an experimental stage incPoland. This form of studyy
has been introduced at Warsaw Technical university in Close
cooperation with the Pallih Fiat Factory. Comparatively high
effectiveness of this course makes one expectthatsandwich

-y
courses will soon become common in Poland.

There are two -.levels ofpart-time study in Poland: professional
(diplomaY-programmes which last fOr 31/2 to 5 years, depending

on the Course,. and master (degree) programmes which last for
5 to 6 years; 'After completing aprOfeSSiOnal programme it is
possible tb_participate in the masters programme lasting from
11/2. to-21/2 years;

Ih 1976/77,part-time study was organized at 13 faculties
for 53 professions. University courses. Were held at 9 universities
and 11 counselling centres; economic studies were organized at
5 academies of economics; 3 universities and 15 counselling

centres; agriculturalstudis were provided by 7 academies of

agriculture; 1 affiliated ihtitute and'12 counselling Centres.
Ih 1973/74 39.1 per cent of,all,

part-time study, i.e; 28.1 per cent

9.4 per cent in evening courses and

studies. he experimental sandwich

number of students.

students participated in

in extra-tUral'study,

1. per cent in external

courses had only a very small

t

There is a trend towards a lower age among part-tithe students.
Today .adults between 21 and 25 years of age prevail. As it was
stressed before; more part-time students are of working class

origin (54;4 per cent)..and,farmer Class origin (24.6 per
than the full-time students.

Part-time students get considerable support from the state:

those.who are attempting to enter higher education institutions
get 6 working days leave for the entrance examination. Part-tiMe

cent)

136
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students receive paid educational leave fbr classes, examinations
and writing Of masters thesis or diploma work: students in
extra-mural study get 28 working days leave per year; in evening,

courses they initially get21 days leave but after the second
year of study and if they obtain good marks they receive an

extra day every year; extra-mural and evening students get a
special leave of 21 working days for writing prOjetta_and diplomas
or masters thesis; evening course students can get also a =

maximum of 5 hours per week off for study; if Wbtkihij students
have to travel to their classes; th5 travel costs are reimbursed
by their employers.

`N1,0

Pepularization of Knowledge

There has been a tradition at Polish universities to give
public lectures for the wide public. FirSt.such lectures_and
cycles of leCtUres were given by J. Osinski; professor of
Collegium Nobillium in Warsaw in the years 1779 to 1782. The
Vilnius University provided public lecturea-twice a year during
1813 to 1822. At the end of the 19th century public lectures
were given by the University of Lwow and the Jagienonian University
of Cracow.

Today only few activities of the university are open to the
general public. Public lectures or cyCles of lectures are
organized only Sporadically. The Faculty of History'and the

Faculty of Polish Literature of the Warsaw University_occasionally
organize public leCtures on subjects important for the society:.
history of Warsawi history of the Warsaw CaStle, great Polish
poets and novelists, etc.

Every year all Polish universities and CbllegeS ate_open for
a week to the young people who intend to study at the post-secondary
level. They can visit lectures and decide What they Want to study.

_

There are also special courses provided by every school; where
university staff members give lectures preparing fdt the_university
entrance examination. But they are mostly organized by the youth
and students' organization and not by university adthorities.

Thus; populariZation of-knowledge is not provided by the
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university itself; bUt University teaching staff are actively
engaged in this work. There are many pUbliC leCtUres organized
by Social and pUblic associations and given by university staff
and research workers from independent institutes. The biggest_
of these associations it_the TWP, the Society for-the PopularizatiOn
of Knowledge which organizes lectures at peOple'S Universities.
There are about 4;000 people's universities in Poland; providing,
lectures for 2 million adults; Lectures at'peOpre's universities
are given by university staff and specialists in various professions.

There_is also the Popular University of the POlith Academy
of Sciences; which providet only public-lectures and cycles of
leCtures./-lebturers are the members of the Palish Academy
of Sciences:

Many professors from universities are organized in scientific
societies; such-as the POlith Hittorical Society; the Polish
Archaeological Society, and the Polish Amateur Attrtineters'
Association. "`here are alsO many regional scientific societies;
All Ofthese have to deal with scientific'problett; publiSh books,
and also popularize science and knoWledge for the public; they
Organize public lectures, publish popularizing books and journals,
and organize competitions for the youth.

There are many_series of popular scientific books which are
written by well-known professors and research workers There are
also many popular journals for the wider public with article-8
published by.university professort.

An exact nUMber of university staff members participating
in popularization of knowledge cannot be ettablithed as there is_

no research-available on this subject. However; it is known
that_there are not enough university staff who can provide lectures
for the public or write pepUldrizing books.

Other Activities

Generally; teaching staff in adult OdUtatiOn in Poland are
mostly part - timers. They.vry often are good specialists in
thqi.OiubjsQta, but-they do not have knowledge and experience
oR hovitg teach adults. Thus, adult education theoreticians

1
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and researchers help the educators by organizing courses and

seminars in adult edUcation, and by publishing books and articles.

Several groups of adult education theoreticians and researchers

from universities and colleges and adult educators are working

together for theory building in adult education; for upgrading;

and for broadening of knowledge of adult education processes.

Art important group in this respect is the Andragogical

Section of the Society for the Popularization of Knowledge,

which organizes seminars in adult education with researchers

and practicioners, publishes special booklets, and undertakes

research in people's universities.
4

There is also the Andragogical Summer School organized by

the Adult Education Section of the Teachers' Union. (It should

be pointed out that in Poland there is only one Teachers' Union

comprised of all teachers, educatort and professors of education.)

The subject of discussions at the Summer School changes every

year. Two years ago the main topic was the theory and practice

of self-directed learning. The participants in the seminars
are adu education theoreticians and researchers from all over

the coUtitry, practicians and foreign guests.

The'latest group is the Adult Education Section of the

Committee of Educational Sciences of the Polish Academy of

Sciences. The section has a group of young theoreticians and

researchers as the auxiliary. The task of the section is to

coordinate and to stimulate research in adult education in all

universities and independent institutes, and to develop theory

of adult education; its aim is also to educate adult educators;

and to introduce research findingsto the practice.

There is a monthly journal Oswiata Doroslych (Adult Education)

which publishes theoretical articles, research findings, problems

of practice, reports on adult education abroad, reviews and

bibliography. It is very useful for theoreticians and practitioners

.alike. The editor-in-chief othe journal is Dr; Kazimierz

Wojciechowski, Professor at the Warsaw University.
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Lives of
Development

a of University Adult Educatio
:::Zse

in Poland

It seems that the development of the four areas.of university

adult education as discussed above will not be proportionate.

The main activities in the development of adult education

research can be noticed: That is because there are first attempts

to integrate the milieu of all Polish adult education theoreticians

and researchexs. It is the hope that the integration will allow

to define the most significant tasks of study and will start
the exploration of blanks in the di.scipline of adult education.

The second area which will develop seriously is part-time

study_for adults; It will be a result of an arrangement in the

changing structure and programmes of post-secondary schooling
in Poland.

As, to the training of adult educators we have to wait until

the results of: current studies are available. It is t/plie hope

that those results will let us prepare the new modern programmes
of education for adult education;

A very slow development will be seen in the area of opening

the higher education establishments to the public. This means
not only the popularization of knowledge but also non-credit

courses organized by universities and colleges; The slow rate
of change in this area is due to the_rigid uiiversity structures
and the' conservative attitudes of the teachers and administration
staff. It can be expected that the phenomenon of the growing

educationaneeds of the society will contribute to a faster
development in this area possibly much faster than was anticipated.
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UNIVERSITY D NON-UNIVERSITY

ADULT EDUCATION IN SWEDEN

Bert Frederiksson

and

Peter Hammarberg

Introduction

if the term adult education (adult training) is understood

to mean the education (training) of adults without regard to the

level of the eduCation approxiMately one third of all adults

take part in adult_ education courses in Sweden. This high

proportion is partly attributable to the wide variety of courses

offered. Swedish` terminology distinguishes between adult education

at the universities (conventional and technical) -- so-called

university education -- and non-university adult'education, not

offered by the university. Non-university adult education can,

be offered both,at university level and at lower levels.. The.

distinction between the terms university adult education and

non- university adult education is based largely on structural

criteria; hence the following description will use this distinction

as a starting point. This paper will outline university education

in Sweden first;

Why a New University?

On June 1, 1977 the reform of university education in Sweden
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began; The goals of thisuniversity reform are:
- to increase access to training;

- to broaden the range of courses'and make them more specialized,
- to make more democratic the organization of training.

During the fiftieS and Sixties mdie and more high school graduates
were anxious to receive a higher edUcation at a university or
a university tethnical institute: Initially these academically
trained people enjoyed excellent job opportunities; but as early'
as the mid-sixties it became evident that there were not enough
jobs available for certain groups Ofacademically trained prsons.
After that; the purpose and quality of university education was
widely discussed, while earlier theSe questions had been pushed /4
aside due to the problems of the growing numbers of students.
The discussion of these problems betate even more intense at
the beginning of the rev ties; when the full effect was felt
Of the shortage of jobs fo university graduates.

In the sixties, within the framework of some experimental
models, new groups of peo e who had not taken the university

Aentrance examinations were permitted to study selected subjects.
These atudentscame.to the university with different experience
and thus had other expectations and requirements with regard to
an'atademic training.

The rapid social changeS bOth inSweden and in other countries
influenced the interpretation and evaluation of academio training:
one of many demands made was fOr the internationalisation of
training; another_was_for greater democracy.

The school reforms in the fiftieS and sixties were aimed
at offering a larger number of students a university-stream

;secOndary school education: Vh6 thanges which were introduced
were designed to remove barriers and enable all primary-sthool
Students to-enjoy an acadeMic-settindary School education which
would lead further.: The same demands were then made of academic I
education. There was to be easier access to universities in
order to remove barriers between secondary school and university.
At the same time it became evident that Adademic education
provided a number of qualifications which were becoming increasingly
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important for the training and continuing education) of those
already employed. A large number of these employed persons
had not taken the final examination at a university-stream
secondary Schbal and hence were not entitled to enter a university
under the regulations in fOrde at that time However, the
experimental MOdels alluded to above -- the offering of university
courses in certain subjects to-employed persons -- had had some
positive reilits and thus it seemed logical to improve and
increase the opportunities for study by employed persons, possibly
through a CoMbination of study and employment. The argument in
favour of so-called recurrent edUcation becaMe.increasingly
persuasive.

University Reform: Evaluation and Future Prospects

The new Swedish university does not break with tradition;
It buildS on the existing prerequisites which apply to the
universities and technical institutes and to numerous other
educational institutions.

There has always been debate as to the function of the
university and hOW this was to be fulfilled. The prObleM of
linking academic research and teaching_with the needs of society
has been diSCUSSed as long as the university itself hag existed.
Some blements within the new university havedifferent roots and
traditions to thoSe of the traditional universities and thus for
themother deVelopmental criteria apply. For exaMple the normal
school seminars Were eStablished in the first half of the
nineteenth century in the context of the introduction of the
compulsory elementary School. The schools of nursing were
created in the second half of the nineteenth century and schools
Of social work can be traced back to the Institute for SOCial.""°
Policy SOcial-Political Institute in SttiCkhOlm which was founded
in 1920. _

eirst fill Of the post-Secondary institutions shared the
dramatic rise in student enrollment in the fifties and sixties:
However, in some universityfaculties, e.g. the arts facUlties,
student enrollment has considerably decreased in the seventies.
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Some features of the university refOrM can be attributed
to the reforms Which were implemented within the regular school'
system in the decade which preceded thiS period. Anongst these
was the intention to make university education acce8Sible to the
greatest nuMber of people without regard to sex, social and
geographical factors. A further common problem is preparation
for vocational and professionq life

In the fifties and sixties the Swe ah Parliament passed the
baSid legislation governing the quahtitatiVe expansion of
post-secondary education and.research. _Theuniv,prsities and
university technical institutes, whith 25 year 'earlier. had an
enrollment of approximately 3,000 students achihad grown to
beCOme the large-scale universities of today.
and technical universities

in Umea, Lihkoeping_and Lulea.

teacher training institutions

university library

increased

were created, among

New schools Of

teachers

were

NeW_Universities

Other:plateS

social work,and

1972 theestablished and in
school was set up; The training of_pre7schoO1
from 200 student places in 1960 to approximately

5,000 in 1B76;

imPgrtant feature of the new university reform is
decentralization; i.e. decisions as to the content Of the training
and the methods used decisions as to the extension of the
universities,are to be made_on a decentralized basis; Hence
the iMpleMentation of the reform and the further development
of the universities in future_will be much more dependent on

rAl and regional initiatives:

Basic University Education

As of July 1, 1977 the_new university comprises thtiSe
training programmes which previously had been offered by the
universities and the technical university institutes (the
agricultural, forestryiand technological institutes amongst
others). The university now offers a series of programmes
which previously_ could be taken on leaving the elementary school
but which now are developing more and more to be an alternative
to traditional university training;

1.14
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AMong such programmes are some former special courses offered

at the university- stream secondary school; for example the

training of rehabilitation therapists_andof leisure-activity-

counsellors, laboratory assistants and medical technical assistants.

The training of nurses, some apprentices, as well as the training

of pre-school teachers, regular school teachers and vocational

training teachers is now incorporated within the new universities.

Due to the new university reform post- secondary- education-

has received a uniform structure. Step by step it is intended

to achieve an increase in the adequate distribution of-funds within

the entire university sector, in order to thus develop long-tem&

courses which are more closely adapted to the students' wishes

and the needs of society and industrial life.

Course Offerings and Programmes

The new basic university education is divided into so-called

training programmes and so-called individual courses. By

programmes is meant a cohesive_set of cours* es aimed at a certain

sector of the labour market. One example might be the programme

in the behavioural sciences, which is aimed at activities in

the field of personnel administration, personnel development

and educational planning as well as activities within the field

of industrial science; The various programmed are divided into
the following groups:

The General Programme: _These are programmes which are to cater to

a permanent social need, for example, medical training, teacher

training or the_training of journalists;
_

Local Individual Programmes-: These are programmes which are

directed towards the specific wishes, requirements or resources

of a particular place or region.

Individual Programmes: These are programmes tailored to the needs

of individual students (or a group of students) at their request.

Upgrading PrograMmes: Courses in upgrading programmes build on

the general programmes and are intended for further training and

specialization.

The offerings in the individual programmes consist of courses

1 .4
NN
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which are so devised that they can be taken in stages and hende
make it possible for the student to combine study with gainful

'employment. The Govern:tient decides in each case which general
programmes maybe offered'and how many student6 may be enrolled.

Uniform and clear plant are issued for the general programmes;
which among other things stipulate any speCifid pietequitites.
The local authorities decide questions of specific organization
and the form. of the individual programmes at the particular
university or technical institute. The latter can make independent
decisions- relating to local programmes which may be Offeted,
i.e._course offerings which can only be offered at one university
or technical institute.

Individual Training Courses4-
Those who do not wish to take an_entire programme can take_

one or more individual courses. This can be an independent
course_or part of a programme. Most individual courses are taken
in places where thete is_a university or an institution affiliated
Witha university, and they are,usually related to subjects in
the field of general edUcation which,:prior to the university
refotM, were given within the faculty of arts.

The-Undtt-System of Credits

To indicate the dUkation of a course or programme units
syttem has been introduced, in which one week of full-time study
is credited with One unit. Hence a full-day course tatting one
semester (ca. _20 weeks) receives 20 units of credit. If the same
course is given on a half-day basis, it will -- in order to
receive the same number of units -- be given over two semesters.

Within the framework Of the general programmes 40 to 220
units can be Obtained; in the local and indiVidUal programmes
aminimum of 60 and a maximum of 160 units can be obtained;
An individual course is normally given 60 units Of credit.

Th Linking--0f University Training with Employment and Research

The legislation of 1975 stipulates that the primary function

LIG
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of university education is to provide the student with knowledge

and skills which are relevant to his subsequent employment.

At the same'time it is stressed that the function of the

university must not be confined to purely vocational training.

The linking of studies with subsequent employment is likewise

not intended to adapt university training to the requirements

of vocational life or the requirements of the employer. The

relationship between university training and employment must be

viewed in a more complex context. The students should learn to

evaluate critically processes in their working life and in

society and to contribute constructively to the development and

renewal of these processes;

In addition a.broad range of qualifications is demanded of

the training; so as to facilitate Versatile utilisation of

personnel in the various sectors of industrial life.

The legislation stresses that a particularly characteristic

aspect of the system should be the relating of university

training to scientific research; However; this is not meant to

imply that chairs-are to be established for the entire university

education system in its new and comprehensive form, nor is

it intended to spread research funds more widely than hitherto.

The' legislation stresses two ways in which training and tesearch

are to be linked. Firstly, the entire basic university training

is to be linked with training in research; secondly; research

and training in research are to be so developed that they relate

directly to the content and problems of the individual basic

courses.

C

Admission-RequireMente

As of 1977 new regulations _for admission to programmes within

basic university training apply. _There are so-called general

admission requirements for entrance to university; requirements

which are common to the vast majority of university prograMmes

and in part there are special requirements; which stipulate

specific prerequisites for certain programmes or courses. In

applying for admission to certain programmes both the general
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and special requirements must be fulfilled;

GalVeral-IWoqiii-reraentS: The general requirements are met if the
applicant either

hat 'had two year of education at,a university- stream

secondary school or the' equivalent education and
- hag' a leVel of proficie cy in the Swedish language equivVent

.-to two one-year courses thin the two-year programme ,at

the university- stream secondary sCiiool; and
- has a level of proficiency in the English language equivalent

to two on year courses within the two-year programme at the

)universit stream secondary school;
0;r

has reached the age of 25 and has had at leaSt four years
of work experience (for_this_purpose 10 years taking care
of one's own children or other dependents; as Well as

military service, are also counted), and

has a level-of proficiency in the English langy #ge eqUiValent
to two one -year courses within the two-year programme at the__
university-stream secondary school;

or

has had at least lIyears of education at a school in another
country which; under normal circumstances, lasts until the

Age of seventeen, or is; in some other respect; entitled

to admission to university in the country where he received
his Secondary- school education; and

has a level of proficiency in the Engliakilanguage equivalent
to two one -year courses within the two-year programme at
the university- stream secondary school; and

has a certain level of proficiency in. the Swedish language

Special Admisaidn-RequIrements: eertain prOgrammeti or individual
courses have special prerequisites which are listed in, a special

_

catalogue relating to specific subjects or one-year courses at
the university- stream secondary school; although it is possible
to fulfill these requirements without actually attending the

sun
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university-StreaM secondary schocil. Where pri*knowledge in
one subject only is required, a grade of at least 3:0 in that
subject is necessary; If the prerequisites are in several
subjects, an average of at least 3.0 in all subjects is necessary.
These special requirements may be waived in the case of persons
who. meet the general reqUirements; have normally reached the
age of twenty-five and have had fbUt yeats_of employment experience;
The candidate is allowed to decide for himself whether he is
Suitably prepated; for example; by virtue of his employment
experience: However, before making such a decision; it is
advisable !Or the student to consult a dbunsellor.

The-Selection Process

Candidates to be selected are divided into categories
according to their educational qUalifidations and/or their
employment experience. The classifications differ depending
whether the candidate is applying fbt a programme or for an

-
individual coui-se. In both cases; however; the stipulation iS
that the number of,pIaces available must be divided in direct
proportion to the number of applicants within each group:

(a) Selection System fidr-the-Individual Programmes
r_

;f* Ranking of Applicants

Points awarded on the

lbaSiS of school 'certific

with additional point6:

possible for emp oyment

experience. (Wit 14 4-

theS0 quota groups

2 -Ter cent of the places

are -,eSetved for students

w#6se points derive

exclusively from school

certificates.)

Grouping of Applicants

I Applicants who have completed

the three or four-yeat

programme at a university-

stream secondary school;

or an equivalent SwediSh

educaVibn\

II Applicants whO have completed

a two -year programme or

special course at the

university- stream secondary

school.; or an equivalent

Swedish education.

tes



Applicants who have taken

courses at the reaidential

folk high schools.

IV Applicants who fulfill the_

requirements in other ways.

= 7-15117e-lln-iVersity Test
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Po4nts_awarded for

previous studies and

possibly points-for

employment experience;

Points awarded for

employment experience
V.'

and for the voluntary

university test:

(50 per cent of the

applicants who fail -Solely

within this category are
. _

entitled to the places

alldcated to this group.)

The university teat examines knowledge and skills which are
COndideredtobe general university entrance requirements, e.g.
general knowledge; vocabUlarY or the abil4y to read and
comprehend graphic information; The test consiata'of approximately
150 questpira an takes n entire day. Candidates may repeat the
teat as many times as t ey wish. Only the best result then
counts. The result of he test is valid for a period of two
years:

(c) Selection,SyateM-Ibt-the Individual Courses

As'was already indicated; the aeleCtion process for individual.
courses is conducted differently. The Selection Board is entitled
to reserve a block of places to be allOtated according to a
system of priorities. EaCh case is then evaluated on the basis
Of the need for training; previous training and employment
experience;

After these places have been allocated on the basis_of the
system of priorities; the Other applicants are divided into
three groups:_

=

- applicants with at least two years of university training;'



applicants without university training as described under
POint I but who have at least 15 months emplOyMent'experiencet
and

- other applicants.

The ranking of applicants is,made according to the priority set
by the applicant himself with regard to the_. course for which
he-applies compared to the other courses which he will take
Should he not get his first priority. AS a laSt resort
selection is made by the drawing of lots.

SuniMary

To sum upi.the following are the characteristic features.
of the Swedish university reform:

(a) New admission requirements are intended to enable persons
already employed to complete university training; A new
aspect here is that employment experience has become an
important Criterion in the selection procedure and the fact"
that a candidate has reached the age of twenty-five and has
had four years of employment experience has been included
in the list of requirements.

(b) A reorganization of the courses is intended to create
increased opportunities for employed persons to obtain
university training and to facilitate their alternatipg
between employments and study (in the sense of recurrent
education). Obviously the principle of recurrent educatiOn
requires a high degree of orlganizational flexibility. At
present in Stockholm experimental models have been implemented,
for example; to retrain nurses to become doctors.

(c) New forms of distribution and geographical dispersion are
intended to makeiit'possible for persons who are already
employed to receive university training outside the traditional
existing university towns; One of theed new forms of

' distribution is so7called distance education which permits
the student tc take certain sections of a course by_independent
study and then to study for short periods at the university
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within the framework of concentrated course offerings
(lectures, examinktions etc.); Most of the courses offered
in this form at present Are individual courses in the fatuity
of arts. This system makes it possible to combine employment
with study: A further fOrm of distribution'which has been
considerablY extended in recent years is the decentralization
of university courses; i.e.the university organizes
individual_courses in places where university education is
unavailable; The courses can be moved from place to place
and carriedAbver from year to year Finally, reference
must be made to the conSidetable increase in the number of
evening courses_in university towns; NorMally they count as
half -day courses, i.e: their ddration is twice that of the
regular day courses.

Non-University Adult Education

As was already stated in the IntrOdUttid, non-university
adult education; i.e. adUit education which is not organized
by the universities themselves, can be found in a variety of
different forms and programmes. The overwhelming majority
of participants in non- university adult education combine their

ejkatudies with regular employment or employment in their own home
or are involved in other social activities;

Aims of Adult Education

The aim of adult edUdatiOn is to achieve a more uniform
level of education for all citizens; Adult edUcation is intended
to narrow the gap between young people with relatively good
education and adults with a relatively brief basic, education,
as well as between adults with a relatively brief education
and those who have had a more extensive one Thus, adult
education is primarily oriented towards the following groups:
(a) adults who have had only a brief or inadequate education

in their youth

J,
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(b) culturally and educationally deprived groups,
(c) employed.versons, and

(d) Persons living in areas with low population dendity.

FUndIng

In additiOn to the general public funding of adult education;
which has been considerably increased, a law Oas intrOduced
-in 1975 under WhiCh every employee is entitled to paid educational
leave (financial problems arising frOM thid arrangement are to'
be resolved through agreement between labour and management).
Specific measures to promote adult edUcatiOn were already
introduced; FOt example, the State provided funds.for recruitment

and coundellirigatplaces of work (and in residential Areas where
new immigrants tend to live. These measures are funded by
special items in the adult education budget.

According to a survey in the academic year 1973/74 approximately
29 per cent of the total Swedish populatiOn betWeen the ages of
16 and 74 took part in some_form of adult education courses.:
The percentage of female students was slightly higher than the
percentage of male students, (29.5 per cent and 28 per cent
respectively). The survey also shows that the difference in
the level of education alluded to above is c9nstantlywidening;
whereas the better - qualified adults continue to upgrade their
educational qualifications, a large number of the lower -paid

Workers, handicapped persons in socially disadvantaged 0-editions,
persons who are employed for irregularperiods and immigrants
haVe remained at theeducatfto level which they reached in their
youth The survey aldo shows that among the under- educated there
is a latent interest in fUrther qualifications butthat numerous
obstacles make it difficult or even impossible for them to
putsue this interest.

The Different Forms of Adult Education

In Sweden a large number of central authorities are responsible;
for the planning and coordination of publit edUdation in each

3
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of the completely separate social sectors. -There_is, for example,
the University Atithbrity ((ALA), which is responsible for the
university sector, and the National Board of Educatiom (S 6)i
which is reeponsible for the school system. The latter is also
responsible for adult education offered outside Oftheuniversities.
Both authorities are in turn responsible to the Ministry of
Education. Sweden has 149 local government aUthtoritieS and
24 provincial legialatUres which in matters of taxation are
relatively autonomous. Some local and provincial governments

are financially responsible for the local (municipal) universities
Which, like the state universities, are part, of the regular
university system; Sitilarly, the local government authorities
and the provincial legislatures are responsible for adUlt education
outside -of -the universities, and promote it in various ways.
The following is a brief outline of the best -known forms of adult
education not offered by the universities:

(a) Ih SWeden there are about.100.folk high schools Whith
receive state subsidies. .Approxitately half of these folk
high ad is are funded by various' organizations (e.g. by
politic professional or religious organizations). The
number of Students has_risen steadily and was about 8;700
in the academic year 1975/76;

(b) In the Fall Semester of 1975 approximately 120,000 persons
were enrolled in adult education courses fUhded by local
governments. Approximately 29 per cent of them were taking
courses in the compulsory (9 year) primary school programmes,

approximately 43 per cent were taking university-stream

secondary school courses and 28 per cent were taking practical
vocational training courses.. Local-government supported
adult education takes the form of all-day courses and evening
courses and is baSed on the curriculum for the regular schOol
gystem. In addition there are in SWedeh two state Schools
for adults (at the University-stream secondarY school level)

_

Which are primarily intended for those studehts who, fcir a
Variety of reasons, are unable to pursue their studies in
the plate where they normally reside;

144
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(C) AdUlt education aimed at the labour market at present has
an annual capacity of 95;000 persons, It is primarily

intended far adults who, for a variety of reasons; are
unable to find employment or who have lost their)jOb. This
programme of adult educationiaimed at the labour market offers
a very large number of varied courses.

(d) The central professional organizations receive state aUbdidieit
for various types of upgrading of their own members.
PartidUlar support is provided for those courses which relate

_

to legislation introduced in recent years pertaining to the
regulation of_the labour market. Many professional
associations have their own educational facilitieS.

(e) A year ago a special public corporation was created in
Sweden; the Swedish Educational Broadcastin4 Corporation;
WhiCh is responsible for adult education courses on radio
and television; This education medium is so new that it is

impossible to estimate reliably the number of users.
(f) Finally; there are approximately ten adult education

associations which, as voluntary associations; are often
atfiliated with specific organizations such as political
or professional associations. They undertake very extensive
educational activities; In 1975/76 theSe associations -

organized approximately 270,000 study. circles; with
approximately 2.5 million students. These organizations
also organize the recruitment and counselling at the place
of work or in certain residential areas." They receive
financial support from the local; provincial and federal
governments. The courses offered by tb associations can,
in principle; ihclude_any course from the primary school
to the university level;

In 1947 the first sweeping reform of independent and voluntary_
adult education was undertaken in Sweden. The general financial
support for the work of the study circles and the general
activities of the adult education associations was regulated
by a spocial_law. A certain rate of funding was set for the
study c_rc es and funding was made dependent on certain organizatiOnal
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conditions; the IegislatiOn imposed no cohditiPIPS the extent
Of the activities of the study circles; the Content ses,
and their goals, The abgence of such conditions eliberately
intended to make possible independent and voltota adult
education, which would reflect the ideology and interests of the
Various popular movements affiliated with the Adiilt education
associations; The university study circles were an exception
in that they were supported but only up to a specific limit,
which was dependent on the total amount expended for state support
of adult education; however, this drawback was removed in
1963.

SWedish adult education has been subject to a nUMber of
influences and stimuli from England. The university study circles
are a good example, Since they are modelled on the English
tutorial classes. The university study circles seek to make
it possible to offer programmes at the same level as the University
programmes, in order to acquaint people With the scientific
pattern of thought characteristic of contemporary society;

The activities of the university study Circles are the only
kind of independent adult education where certain conditions
were imposed with regard to the qualifitatiOnS of the_seminar
leaders; There are approximately 3,000 university study. circles
With annual participation of some 35,000 AdUltS. The ove elming
majority are offered by.the social sciences and arts depa ments,
amounting to approximately:1,300 circles; next come the languages
with 420, art and culture with 285, and economics and business
administration _with 280, study circles; In many cases the
university study circles haVe their courses on the university
course content in order to enable their students to sit for
the university examinations; by thiS method they obtain the
same final qualification as regular university stUdeWks. The

=-extremely rapid development of adult education within*the Swedish
universities has caused a certain stagnation within the related
courses offered by the university study circles, but on the other
hand the number of university study circles with independent
course offerings has increased substantially.

1:6
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The competition from short courses Offered by the universities
has caused some alarm within the adult education associations:
Just as the local government supported AdUlt education at the
primary and secondary level developed since 1967 can be rega
as an eleventh adult education associatiOn; many Of the origi a
ten associations regard the universities with their new activities
as a twqWth adult education association An Adult Education
Committee is grappling with the problem of where and how to
draw a line between the activities of the adult edUdation
associations and the programmes which are organized within the
framework of local-government supported adult edUdation and the
university; wherever these courses show a distinct similarity

kto those offered by the adult education orgaui2atiV. The
problem is aggravated by the fact that the adult education
Associations charge a fee for their courses; WhereAS the courses
offered by the university study circles and the local- government
Supported courses are free of Charge; There is the additiOnal
factor that adults who take these courses receive state grants
WhiCh, unlike the regular student loans; do not haVe to be repayed.

ti
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TA UNIVERSITY AND'ALULT_EDUCATION

IN SWITZERLAND

Arnim Gretler

Introduction andSnrVey

Switzerland is a small country its universities can be
counted on the fingers of both hands., Eight of these are
provincial (canton) universities (Basel, Bern, Fribourg, Geneva;
Lausanne Neuchatel, St. Gallen, ZUrich); the remaining are
federal technical universities (Zurich and Lausanne)._
country's structure -- AboVe all that of the education
system -- is federalist and hence a description mudt deal with
peculiarities and distinctions rather than uniform( features.

This Applies even more so to adult education Which_exists
in many forms but which is fragmentedand uncoordinated; It
is based mainly on private initiatives and receives only modest
public support; Even today it.takes place mainly outside the
universities.

This paper on the university and adult education in Switzerland
is intended as a factual_description of the situation as it is
at present. However, these very faCts -- even though they
leave the forMillatiOn of problems and evaluation largely to the
reader himself -- will show that university_ adult education in
Switzerland is still Very much in its infancy: This applies
both to the education of- adults at universities -- at least
if this is measiUredby_the criteria which are usually associated
with adSlt education today -- and to the read Of the universities

158
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in the training_of adult educators.

This paper describes first the traditional and then the
more recent contributions by the universities to adult education,
(although these are mostly in the farm Of vocational upgrading);
these are described in general terms and then Some examples
Aire given. The paper then goes into present trends in educational
policy and futUre_prospects for university adult education and
closes with a short description of the only contribution which,
the universities are at present making in the training of adult
educators.

TraLdiAXOnAI-Contributions to
Adult- Education by the 4

Universities

In Switzerland two forms of general university or partial
university adult edUCAtion and continuing education have been
widespread and institutionalized; these are the auditor system
and the people's universities. The auditor system in particular
has such a long tradition that it is hardly surprising from
this point of view if a university, asked how long it has
offered continuing education, replies: since the year the
university was founded: In the case of the University of
Basle this would be the year 1460.

In the following a brief deScription of both systems will
be given.

Auditdrt

The auditor system exists at all Swiss universities (where
three separate SWi.ss terms are used to describe thet: Auclitoren,
Auskultoren and Freifachhuerei).

Auditors are usually 18 years of age or Older; anyone can
participat as an auditor in Certain university courses (these
are usual lectures) without regard to their previous education
or their present occupation; SUch_courses are however; naturally
designed for the regular university students; A Stall fee, which

159
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could be described as symbolic is charged for auditing the
courses. Taking part in the courses entitles the auditOr to
AO formal status or other offidial recognition. Hence the
question arises whether the auditor system can meet the
expectations which today are associated with general
institutionalized University adult education.:

. Although no statistics are available which could provide
/:

inforiatioh about the socio= economic and educational background
-of the_auditors, the universities constantly stress that.the
-auditors are, fteh people_who regard the lectures primarily as
aaultural leisure-time activity; :Thus it is usually courses
in the departmehtS Which offer languages and history which
attract the most auditors;

4

Peaplea-Universities Affiliated witty Universitlea

It would be ihappkopriatetp go into the history of the
swiss_ people's universities here; NeVertheless, in the_present

/- .-
context. it is important that everywhere where there is a t

university, it is, in some way affiliated with the local people's
unive&ty.

The -closeness of this relationship v eatly.
for exampleiithe People's UhiVeraity is _part of t e University
itself. It is administered by a commission whose resideht is
selected_byithe Regents of the Uhiversity. In other places;_
e.g. in ZUridh, the University's contribution-con tatil7

proVidingithe infrastructure (rooms and posst19 tet64:,

and faculty (todayhoWever,' in ever'decreasinf far
the rest it restricts itself:to takihg its plaki
Council along With the representatives of the:Cikya
authorities, the representatives of the Technical Un
the secondary SChObla, the_delegates froM.thetFade

the employees' associations;- the party edutatiohal a
and the women's and youth organizations. 4

The question as to what influence the lihk betwee
people's university and the university has on the nature of
pUblit Which attends the people's universitY_prg'grOMme

6 0
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be d cussed text; the answer is based on a survey which the
Association of the SWiasPeople's Universities conducted at

various local people's universities during the Winter.SeMester
:1969/7k);(17)

Naturally; the following data cannot provie absolutely
firm information regarding the question of a tilter effect which
OAP be anticipated frOm the affiliation of the

University with the UniVersity._ Too many other factors cannot
be monitored, for example; contextual and sbOib-structural
differences between the areas from which the people's universities
draw their students; as a: result no final conclusions can 1J4
drawn as to the effect of an independent influence exerted by
thig affiliation. Thus; the fallowing presentation is intended

more to stimulate critical reflectionon the role of the

Universities and their participation in the w9ric of the people's
universities.

=6-
The diacussion of this interrelationship will compare data

from the city of Basel; as an example of_a high degree of
affiliatibh_between .the people's university and the diversity;
with data from Zurich; as an example of a moderate degree of
Affiliatibh, and finally with data from the Bernese Jura; an
area where there is no university affiliation.

Table 1

Enrollment by Sex at People's Universities
in Ba 1, Zurictkand_brillw--:-

n versity
a

affiliation

....- h gh
. : .1

dium none -

.Students

1,.

'60,
or '4

'''

v
1 60 65

mal "'

4.!...

,

-i,"1 W,
40 44 _
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The organizational link between the people's university and
iversity obViously has no influence on the distribution

accor ing to sex in the enrollment at the people's universities.

34

32

30

28

26

24

22

20 -

18

16 -

12

10

8

6

4

2 -4

Figure 1

Enrollment by Age at People's Universitlks
in Baseli Zurich and Bernese Jura

ai

BaseL

Zurich

Jura

I i . 1 L Years

up to 25 25-34 35 -49 50-65 over 65

A very obvious negative relationship between affiliation
with the university and the average age of the participants
at the people's university is apparent.
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Table 2

EnrollMent by F al Education
at:People's niversities
. in Basel; urich and

ura

EdUCAtibnal. Status
of PU Enrollees

University Affiliation of the PU

high medium none

Primary school

Pri*ary school and
vocational training

Seconda 'echool and
941'

vocati al training
a__

MidOle school; / --\
Univerty

Others, no data

/

3

24

47

20

-- 3

39

I-) 30

18 -

39

---.--4

4----

4-----

^- ---- 39
_

13

6

I------ (

.....-

8

7

Total
I

100% 100% 100%

In analysing he data relating to enrollment interms of fOktal
education it is; by way of contrast; evident that theidegree
of affiliatibn with- -the. university exerts a strong itiiluente
on the enrollment; t h ore,powerfUl thpf; influence is; the
greater the tendenCy fl the people's university to lOte its_,.

compensatory function and to attract persons who already have
a high degree of fOrMal education.

Consistent with_the.differencet Which were found in demographic
data.; considerable differences are revealed in the expectation-E'
of the- participants; i.e. what they hope to achieve by their
work at the people's University. They were askedWhat their.

-tootimportant-expectation was of the people's_university. There
was a choice between the following six alternatives: (1) general.
edUCAtion; (2) personal continuing education, (3) supplementation
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and continuation of the education received at Adhool, (4) courses
leading to a comprehensive knoWledge in aspecific fieldi
(5) improvement of vocational expertise; and (6) advanced courses
for persons with variOet leVela of Previous training

Table 3

Enrollment_by_PersonaliExpectations at
People's i UniVersities in Basel;

and Bernese Jura

Expectations of
PU ParticipantsAfor _

categories 1T,6_see text
on4pp--.__1_55-156r

University Affiliation of the PU

high medium none
, .

e 1
2630 +----- 28 ----

2 .

t49 (------ 47 27

3

5
6 "-.' 7

4 197 ----4 12 -----4

1 ----4 113 -----4

6 - 2 --) "s- 344
Do not know

a

No answer 6 Y 7

-',.c,

T9W '100% 100% ''' 100%

The data shows that Where thellpfluence of the university is
particularly strong; an enrollment with cultural needs predominates;
whereas in the case of a pedple's_university with no university
Affiliation, participants expect a direct instrumental contribution

, 1

to the improveMent:in'theit Situation.

summing -up, it can be said that the degree to which the
people's university is associated With the university evidently
has a characteristic relationship with certain diatinguishing
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featUres of the participants; both in demographic terms and in

terms of personal expectations of the people's university.

It is eVideht that where the university itself organizes the

people's university (Basel), students evidently_come from the

Upper social strata and use the people's university as a place
for cultural encounters. However, where the people's university

has no direct link with the university. it is possible to appeal
to new layers in the population. Hence it1 i'is possible to speak

Wof a genuinely restricting; effect which oCturs in cases he
the people's university is ely associated with the university.

At thig point reference n ds to be made again to the

limitations which were established at the outset of the discussion :
the data available hers, namely the degree of affiliation of

the people's university with a university on the one hand, and
the Charabteristics of the participants at a particular people's
university on the other hand, are insufficient to permit any

conclusive statements about the effect of the one factor on the
other. Abiive all we lack data as to the causal determinants

of the relatiOhship between the people's university and the
univeralty..

It'iS in this light that one must regard the reservations

voiced thy responsible persons in the SWiss ASSOCiatiah of
People't Universities regarding excessive dependence on the
universities especially; whose paternalism dbes not always aid
the peOp10's unIversities in the fulfillment of their functions.
A certain autonol*,thi'regard to the public education system
appears' hecessary,0 the people's universities are to be given

an opi)ortunity to fulfill their functions in a meaningful Way
through appropriate innovations.

Hence what the People's universities are seeking to- achieve
is an intensification of their cooperation with the
uni eittes, and more the full recognition Of:their general
pU unctibh.throughthe provision of an appropriate public
leg ,status, whio# would also ensttre-thegU4,04hding but
ah' z,. not result in the people's unive4Stieg 140ingto

graeW into the,-,state public educat4- .40140.464).
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Recent Contributions by the=uttive-r-a-it-ies
ation

This section of the paper Will summarize briefly the results
of a survey on_The Policy of the Swiss Universities in the
Field of General Continuing EdUdatiOn and Post Diploma Studies
Which was conducted at all the Swiss universities.(11) Following
this some forms of university continuing adult ebtcation --
particularly new trends -- will be described.

General Continuing Education

In the field of general continuing education the above - mentioned
survey covered a total of 41 activities; (even if individual
figures may have in,the meantime Changed slightly the overall
picture remains essentially valid); These activities are
distributed as follows among the individual universities:
Basel 6; Bern none; Technical University-Lausanne 2; Tedhnical
University-Zurich Fribourg 5; Geneva 8; Lausanne 7; Neuchatel 4;'

St. Gallen 3; and Zurich 5.

Table 4

Breakdown Of Adtivities in
Terms of Course Subjects

(disciplinary emphasis)

Subject Numb er-of Courses
Theology

7

Law
2

Economics 12

Sobial Sciences 4

Natural Sciences 12

Applied Sciences 3

Arts
5

Interdisciplinary Emphasis 10
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The low figures for the technical universities as well
111.as the University at :St. Gallen are surprising, particularly

in view of the fadt that general continuing education in the
natural sciences and economics and commerce seems to be/
relatively Well developed, as Table 4 shoWs.

Tine importance/which a Articular university attributes

to these courses naturally cannot be assessed through purely
a_quantitative compilation of the courses in general continuing

education, as long as the quality and nature of the contribution
made by the university to activities of this nature is not
taken into consideration. t

Table 5i

University
GeneralCOntilinT,

in
Cation

Type of Involvement

The university itself
assumes organization and:
iMplementaEion

The university supports
activities-of other
-)rganizations with its
-nfrastructure

The-university supports
activities of other
organizatiohs with. its
faculty

The,univeriity supports
activities of other
organizations financially'

4

13

It is striking that the universities relatively often participate
in activities which they themselves have not organized. The
same picture emerged when the data on bodies charged with the
organization of continuing education courses are examined.
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Table 6

Bodies Responsible for Organization of
University Level General
Continuing Education

Type of Body NUMber of Courses
Body chatgiid witli organization 12
iOentical-rdith:bddy engaged
in traditionef university activities

Specially created university body

Special bodies its which; in addition
to university, other organizations
are represented

The university itself not responsible
for organization

13

Although the data here is incomplete (in t e case of five
courses it was not possible to determine who was responsible

for the organization), it is evident that only to a very limited
degree do the universities operate completely autonomously' in
the field of continuing et,1a411-; Only in a third of the

cases surveyed do-the universities undertNt the organization;
in all otbe* cases other institutions or organizations are
responsible and the. universities limit themselves to the provision
of certain services;

This kind of collaboration takes place in the great majority
of cases with organizations which are closely or loosely connected
with4ndustry. This situation, reflects the manifest objectives

which the universities seek to achieve through their general
activities in continuing education as well as the composition
of the continuing education participants; Among the chief
objectives are the importance of the produCtion sector; the
increasing -of productivity and efficiency; and the characterization
of the students is usually ,a matter of their vocational st-atus.

1 ,9
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Table 7

Collaboration inLthe:ProVision tie';
University LeVel General
Continuing Education

Type of Collaboration

Intra-university_ .

Inter-university, national level 7

.Enter- university, international level 8

Otillaboration with industryi 17

"- ?collaboration with mass media 1

C011aboration with the church 5

NUMber-OfCorees
6.

Collaboration with professional 15
_ organizations

Theecirva._data contained in Ttbles 8 and 9 is further
understorecLt __exami ion :of the profile of the

-:participants ia I- A , tOev _genpral continuing education
--.t- t..

courses, of whoia 32 'e former univi7sity Students and 15
were not former university Students.

F.

Table 8

Ibbjectives Pursued in UniVersity Level
General Continuing Education

y(Participants)

Objective Number
Promotion oriented continuing education 12
Retraining

General enlightenment__ 30
Increasing of individual competence 5
with reference to society_

Pretenting a specific model of reality 1

169
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Table 9

Objectives Pursued,-in University Level
General Continuing Education

Obebt-iiie Number
Changing; the composition of the 0
student body

Changing traditional course content 0

1Changing traditional methods

CAnteracting the-reduction in the
function of the university

Opening up the university to
ractical life (industry)

Opening up the university to employed
persons

-2'

Stiategy designed to counteract the
social isolation of theuniversity

Increasing-respect for the university 1
within society

.MAgheterogeneous nature of the university with regard to

vorsity.level general continuing education courses is also. ,

reflectad;inthe figures which pertain to the teaching faculty.
In'a hi4hiroportion bf the continuing education courses the
instructors .1e:Vecruited frowOutside the university.

Of a total of 108 teaching faculty included in the survey,
42 came from within the university; Among the 33 whO came frOM
outside the university; 9 came frOM the civil servicei 16 from
industry, 4 from trade unions and professional associations,
one was an expert in continuing edUCation, and three were
teacher6 from secondary schools and other specialized teachers.

PdatDiplbmaS-tudies

0fere_57 individual post- diploma Courses which were surveyed,
the distribUtion among the individual Swiss universities is
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as follows: Basel I; Bern 5, Tbthnical University- Lausanne 9;
Technical University-Zurich 5; Friboui4-4; GeneVa 20,

Lausanne 8, Neuchatel 5; St. Gallen none, and Zurich none;
The survey shows that post-diploma stUdieS are more_developed

in the French area of Swittetland than in the German area although
BSrh; due to its_proximity to the French - speaking area,_has easy
access to the courses offered by the French language universities
and can participate in these (by agreement with the Conventions
Romandes). In the Germah latigUage area of Switzerland the
Technical University-Zurich is an exception; Showing an_unusually
strong development of post-diplbma studies for this part of.

the toUntry. ThiS_is obviously related to the fatt that_the
3rd cycle for the time being appears to be important, above all
in the natural and applied sciences;

Table 10

Course Content in Post-Diploma Studies

(disciplinary emphasis)

Subject Number of Courses
Theology

5
Law

1

Economics
2

Social ScienAS_
1

NatUral Sciences 28
Applied Sciences

8

Arts
7

Here again, as in the discussion of the data relating to general
',"eontinuing education; it must be pointed out that a purely
quantitative analysis does not reflect the situation accurately.
An evaluation of the datatelating_to the nature of the contribution'
by the universities.to these courses reveals a distinctly different
picture.
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Table 11

University Involvement in
POSt-DiPlema- Studies

Type of Involvement Number of -COUrees
The university organizes and gives 50
the cOuzatit

The university supports the _ 0
activities of other institutions
with its infrastructure

The university supports the 5
activities of Other institutions
financially

The university supports the
activities of Other institutions
with personnel

As the survey shows, in most cases the university itself OrganiteS
the Courses. In about half of the cases the responsible bodies
are specifically and exclusivelY competent for post- diploma
studies, whereas in the other cases they are identical w4li
those who offer the other university courses.

Table 12

Bodies Responsible for Organization
of RoXt-Diploma- Studies

Type of Number of Courses-
Body- entical with that normally 27
offering university courses

RPedially created 3rd cycle body 28
Mixed groups: in addition to 2
the'uniVersity, other groups
represented

'`)
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The question as to what kind of collaboration resulted from
the 3rd cycle courses produced the following answers;

Table 13

CollaboratiOn in the Provision of
Post-Diploma Studies

Type-of Collaboration Nines -e- - Courses
Intra-university 25

Inter-university; national level 51

Inter- university, international level 20

Collaboration with industry 4

Collaboration with mass media. 0

Collaboration with international 11
organizations

-------------------Collabbration with professional 6
organizations

Collaboration with Federal Government 22
and Cantons

A distinct emphatit on collaboration between the different
universities emerges; whereas -- and thig is a_distinct contrast
to the findings fok general continuing education -- collaboration
With_industry seems to be less evident in post7diploma studies.

It appears that the development of post- diploma studiet
representt a kind of opportunity for the universities to defend
themselves against the transfer of research from the educatitihal
institutions to industry. This assumption is based on the
findings in the area Which was already discussed; namely the
relatiVely extensive organizational autonomy' njoyed by the
universities in the field_of post-diploma studies; it is
corroborated by the data on the recruitment,of teaching faculty.

_

pOf a total of 125 teaching faculty in post- diploma studiet;
included in the survey; 50 were recruited from their own
khiversity; while 51 Were recruited from other universities

173
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and 24 were recruited from sources other-than uniVities.

General Continuin9=En-and-Post-DiplomaiStudies
as_ASpeatt-Of-noo--Different University Policies

In the following the attempt-will be made to reduce
continuing education and post-diploma studies to Model types
and to interpret them as the expressionof;two different
uhivetsity policies, which can be called the policy of autonomy
and the policy of fusion;

In Order to elaborate the post-diploma programme Model and.
the general continuing education model,, a systematic comparison
is offered below of the frequency of occurrence.of-some central
characteristics to which reference haS been made above.

vpiJ

Table 14.

Comparison:of Central Characteristics of
rsity Level- General COntinuing

Edu tiOn-an-d-Poet-Diploma Studies

Characteristic General EducatiOn POtt-Diploma

absolute as, % absolute as %

1. Contribution of the
university

- Assumes organization
itself 30 58 L 48 87 1

- Supports-with b:
infra-structure 9 17 /

Supports with faculty 13 25 2 3
- Supports financially 0 0 5 9

411
2. Commissioned body
- Identical with other

University bodies 12 50 27 47
- Special university

bOdy 2 9 28 50
- Mixed body ;9 41 2 3

1 ...... _

," 42,1 .^
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. 4

Comparison of Central CharaCtetiSticsof
University Level_Ceneral-Continuing
Education and Post-Diploma Studies (cOnt'd

,

CharacteriStAs Gehetal Education 2.at-Diploma
.7!.

3. Subject. 7'.r:AT.
....,,,

abSOlute as % absolute as.%

- Theology 7 18 5 10
- Law

- 2 5 1 2

- Economics 6 16 2 4

- Social Sciences 4 10 1 2

Natural Sciences *12 30 28 56
--' Applied Sciences 3 7 ,8 16
- Aits 5 13 5 10

4. Methods

- Lectures 2 26 6 4

- Seminars 26 31 55 40
- Practical work 35 42 79 56

5. Faculty
.

- Recruited within
university 42' 55 101 80

- Recruited outside
university 3 45 25 20

6. Cooperation

- Within the university 21 36 96 69
- Outside the university 38 64 43 31

v
In very general and simplified terms it can be said that the_________

universtties organize general continuing education in a form-(47

VihiCh institutionalizes strong external co- determination: the
influence which the university itselfqxan exert on the programmes

1 75
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and courses offered -is greatly reducedi both because of factors
originating at the organizational leVel as well as through the
hiring of instructors from outside the university and the strong
emphasis on collaboration with sectors outside the university:
Fpr reasons which cannot be explained here; the university
makes itself dependent on other sectors of society. An extension
of general continuing education thus does no appear normally
to promote autonomy but rather to haVe the opposite effect;

On the other hand post-diploma studies appear as the activity
through which the universities emphasize autonomy: theuniversity
claims as its responsibility the planning; organization and
conduct of such programmes and special organs are created for
this purpose. Interaction occurs mainly within the educational
institution itself; recruitment of instructors outside the
university is minimal. It is striking that those disciplines
which are also promoted outside the edUCAtional institution
(theology in church institutions, economics and commerce withih
industry) tend to be given less COnSideration, perhaps because
the policy of autonomy would be endangered. Itshould also
be rioted here that what the post- diploma courses deal with ia.;(
obviously primarily knowledge generation. In contrast to;the:A
data on general continuing education; MethOdS Which seek the
mere diffusion of knowledge (lectutes which limit the,student
Mainly to the reception of the material Offered) are hardly
used; instead more active Methods are employed; such as colloquial',
and courses which involve student participation

It must be stressed that the typological distinction made'
in the models between general continuing OdUCAtion as a'policy
of fusion;) and pott-dOoma studies as a policy of autonomy;
are naturally contractions and simplifications of reality. In
order to undertake a wider and more detailed analysis; it would
be necessary to show where and when the individual universities
initiate the policy of fusion Within the field of post - diploma
studies (as for example in the case of the university of Lausanne
in connection with the IMEDE) or eMphasiZe a policy of autonomy
within the field of general continuing education (as for example

KJ
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in the case of_the University of Geneva and their Secretariat_
for EdUatiOn-PerManente). An analysis of-this kind would, however,
go beyond the pUrpose of this paper.

Examp_letrite-Forina- of Unity
Continuing and Adult Education

In this section first two forms of relatively conventional
University vocational continUin4,edUCAtion are described and

AAkilen two examples of new trends in university adult education,

namely the senior citizens universities and the credit system
At the Faculty of Psychology and Education at the University
of Geneva.

ContinuingiEducationiat the Un-iVerai-ty-ofS-t, Gallen
for EconoMida-,-AdAiniet-ration and Social Sciences

The so-called Continuing EdUdatitin Lev9i. has existed at the
UniVeraity of St. Gallen, which institutionalizes the continuing
education of graduates in State and;bUSiness administration
since 1968.

The Cc. ;Arming qduoation Level is an established unit in
=the university organization with its own permanent organs

loni.for_the.Continuing Education Level, Commissioner

he COntinUing Education Level, Alumni Council); Its

ramme is aimed primarily 4t executive and managerial personnel

from Switterland, the Federal Republic of Germany and'Austria,
as well as local commerce teachers.

The profeaairmal oontiAping education concept comprises--A

the following five types of seminars.

(1) Orientation seminars: at intervals of several years the
attempt is made to provide a survey of new trends in the
w ole-range Of disciplines offered at the University of
St. Gallen.

(2) Gen ral seminars in economics, administration,and the social-
sgences: these seminars deal with badic or topical subjects.

17
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1
(3) MethOd-oriented seminars the goal ofethese seminars is the

training or continuing education of students in the aPPlication
of recent methods in the fields of economics; administration

and the social sciences;

(4) Seminars Oriented towards spheres of responsibility: in

these'seminars basic or topical problems, from individual

-areas of responsibility are dealt with on an interdiscip1:-:ary

basis utilising, new research data.

(5) Branch-Oriented seminaS: these deal with problems of

indivsidual branches ofrthe economy; the courses for commerce
1 1.

teachers also fall within this category.

The seminars organized by theContinuing Education Level

usually develop .'i'rom research projects of the individual institutes;

The Supervisor of a research project of this kind usually joins

in the seminar planning as the university teacher in charge of

the project and also gives some reports in the seminar. BeSideS
other instructors from the university, additional teachers from

outside the university_as well as persons from industry and

government are employed. A written_questionnaire is administered
to participants at the conclusion of each seminar in order

to provide information as to the success of the course and

suggestions for its improvement.

Courses offered by the Continuing_Education Level must be

financially self-supporting and appropriate fees are c

In addition to cooperation within the university t

giontinuing education seminars also lead to close contact tith

business and industry and with government. Here the Alumni

COUnCil has its functioni since it. represents a kind of -

intermediary between the university and business and industry.

Relatively close collaboration with the professional association

has become institutionalized through the seminars for commerce
teachers.

In addition; the individual institutes of the University of

St. Gallen (:>ganize events (coursesi congresses etc.) aimed at

persons active in govetnment and business and industry; theS6

have no educational restrictions with regard to participation.

S
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The Communaute Romande pour l'Economie d'Entreprises (COREDE)

The COREDE.i a foundation in which the five universities

of French Switzerl nd-and the regional industries collaborate
in the continuing ddcation of executive and managerial personnel

from_business and industry;

The WOrking-meetings and seminars which last several days

(some are also seminar series which last longer) and which
x .$

normally are conducted outside the university, consist of,
__

lecturesi colloquia;,workmg groups and practical work (short

periods spent in industrial plants) dealing with interdisciplinary
.-..2t _ __ _ __ _ _

topics in industrial management; There are no fermal adMiSSibn

,req,:lrements; although in each caSe the programme contains a

relatively explicit descriptiOnlof he group for'Whith each
seminar is intended.

Instructors are recruited from the five universities as Well

as from business and industry and, in part, from government.

The seminars are financially self - supporting and costs are
covered by course fees.

,

The Senior Citizens' UniverSiti-esatthe Universities of
GenOV--AndNeuthatel

_
In the'Autumn of 1975 course offerings at the University

Of Geneva ere extended to include a programme for senior

citize which consists 'of lectures, panel_discussions, discussions
_films/and guided tours. From the outset th4s prdgramme enjoyog

a wide popularity wtliCh has constantly increased; whereas at

the outset there were p8 participants in the-programme;_ after

only 6- months there were more than 1,000 and in the Spring of

1977 the enrollment figure had reached 14660;

The progrmnA is organized by a committee -of seventeen
pet-AU (of these eight are senior citizens) and has the following
goals:_ (a) Cultural enrichment, (b) overcoming_the loneliness
of old peeple,_(c) introduCtion.to new actiVttiesi (d) intermixihg
(1)f the generations; (e) treatment of the specific problems of

-1
old do; and (f) development of intenational solidarity; The
regular teaching faculty of the Univesity-effer their services

4,

1 :79



for the. conduct_ of the courseek?
. . _The experience gathered with-the Senior zena' University

is being evaluated_ with reference_to further develot*ht and

hitextension of ouch activ4ties. This eValuation,
:
eOvered part

of the present prbblem in the average profileof he participants:
what_emerges is a socially well- integrated middle class or upper

'"middle class perabh_Wha is thus financially better off than
the average pensioner;(9)

On a smaller ecale and on an experimental basis courses_
for_senior citizens were offered at the University of Neuchatel

_V .

in the academic year 1976/77. These courses too are being
evaluated with a view'tb the extension of this activity.(3)-,

_ A

t Sy-stem_in the:Education Departnientofthe ,

Facult f Psychology and _EdUCAtibii-01 the University of Geneva

Iii the-academic year 1972/73 a system of units and credits
.was introduced within the Education Department of the Faculty
Of Paychology and Educationof the University of Geneva.(10)

_ _This innovation which will be demonstrated -- takes into
account essential princ...les of current adult'ecucatioh,_was
possible because of the Obindidenbe and particular conste lation
of various factors. On the one hand the Department walli>fo

various reasons in an.acute crisis which even threatened to close
it down; ah=the other hand a considerable potential for ideas
and proposals for reform was' available;, This situation coincided
with the deMand by the Geneva TW5chers' Association that the
University provide continuing education of teachers and the
very clearly expressed desire ofitheUniversity AdminietratiOn to
contribute to education permanente within the framewoi-k of
the Univereity;

LThe basi idea of the credit system consisted in ending the
traditional system Of studies which is conceived of in tents
of_semesters and years of study; and inr4replacing it_with an
individualized programme which takes into account the time
is available to each student and his specific interests. At
the same time part -time Study by 'employed adults was officiallt-
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recognized as a fully- fledged fOrM)Of study. Xn additionAto

the units of course worisikertain number of which lead to

the_completion of the d64Ae programme, elements of basic

training and practical experience were = =meted an equal status

where the student has had at least thr, ars of practical
Vocational experience.

Through this new form of study -- adult edUoation at the
University -- in an initial phase courses were given which
appealed, primarily to teachers; aChbOl inspectors, social

workers And training personnel for health care workbrs;

The innovation caused a massive rise in the nUM/aer, of

Education' students (from 233 in 1969/70 to: 551 n 1976/77) as
`,1,-%well. as a radical change in their age structure. '-/

Table-15

Education:pepartmenti Universitzof
Geneva: Participants by Age;

1975=76

Credential Post- Credential Candidates Total

30 year
over

or
177 60

,

245 46:7:

25-29 '00: 1'6 125 23.8

under 25
. '- 102 154 29.,

Total '''32i) 69 v 126 : 524 1004

.4-
-?"-.:

As the table shows about half (46.7 per cent)6rof the present
. .

Education students are over 30 years of age; This produces a
,. ._

mixture of ages wtttiin the total stUdent tiOdy and leads to
interaction between ithe stildentm with and without vocational
experience. As a result of this structural change in the student

t-
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bodYi.'t).1e.Deportment is changing more and mar rout an institution

providing basic training to one offering fuTther training.

The courses offered in_the Department are diVided into the
.:-

following four areas:Allcussed on the individual; (b) focussed
on groups, institutions wind society; (c) psycho-pedagogical

and didactic; and (d) focussed on research and methods. As a r \

)

.-
result of the inc-ersed enrollment and the attention which is

. paid to:idaividuaI interests, the nuMber Of COnrSeS rose from

44 in the.academic year 1972/73 to 111 in the academic year

19707; ;

Under the system of individui/ Choice there was a change in

the emphasis on various functions.; student counselling and the

Organiiation of individual student programmes is noW as important
as teaching itself;

_

A'fprther radical change is taking place in evaluation of

student achievement; Thrbugh the introduction of the credit

SyStem, the system under which a satisfactory ayerage grade is

the condition for the successful completion.of-a programiOrbf

studies has been rep ?aced by the system under which completion

of the individual courses (obtainin4jtht required number -of

t6redits) leads to the successful completion of the degreeCCm

olhefqualification. Vhe eYaluation,of the individual-units o

study is undertaken in a wide varietlflcifwayS.

' The content .of individual courses isInegotiated between
students and instructors. Compared withithe situation in JJ.;

traditional university teaching the relationship between-4h%

_knowledge and experience"of the instructor. and the StUdenthhs

fUndamentally changed. The change in course contents has meant.

that the courses are constantly being revised and adapted to the

particular needs of the students';' a fact which-- despite 1le

,increase ii the number of part-time instructO hasheant
a considerable increase in the work:-load of t e instructor.

Some doubts have been expressed with regard to the research

policy of the Department, since the traditional function of

*Tesearch (generation of knowledge) is confronted with a new

function (the solution of urgent problems arising frOm.':.-acticali

C ti
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4
work in the field).

The main concern of the Departtent in_thepresent situation
of, innovation is the constant searChkora balance a balance
in the_conflict between growing specialization in individual
Educapon courses, accompanied bya tendency towards more
Stringent admission. requirements, baSic idea of individual
choice as the underlying Principle of the programme of study
balance also:between precisely this almost unlimited choice
and the proteCtid of the._polyvalence ofa university degree
which continues to be regarded necessary. 0Inorder to
preserve this polyvalence,_ it proved necessary to demand rtain ,
balAnce in individual student programmes betWeen the fou:
mentioned areas; i:e. to impose a measure of restriction
the freedom of choice.

Contribution of tha-Unlvesitiesto the
Training of Adult Educators

If One disregarda certain course which are offered at various
universities, above all within the framework of programmes in
Education; Social EdUtAtion, Psychology and Theology; it is
relatively easy to describe the'univeraitieS. contribution to

40' t ;training of adUlt educators. With the exception of the'
University of Geneva4 whe$re one Assistant PrOfeSSor and several
LecZurets form a Department of Adult Education within the F4culty
of PayChril-ogy and Education; there is =-no Chair frit Adult EduCation

g
in the entire country AhOet-srefere ,nust again be made to
the UniVerSit 64t5eneva. The follo -9 ingOrtatiOn i0.1?Ased
on an earlier publiCAtiOn of the Woi4 (group for University;;Adulel-

-*Klucation. (4)

A va'nceci=1S-tif-a-i-e-s

De artment-of
and Education

(1) HistOrY;

Programme in Adult Education in th6'
dult_Educatioh at the-SCU-kt-y- of Psychology
f the-Irnamersaty of Geneva

Since 197
ngl-,Institutional Frameworku_

it4iSS been possible to acquire in this Faculty a



Diploma d'Etudes AvancJes, mention Education des AduItes

Thisia_offered by the University of Geneva which also

rovidtkthe-funding. The Department of Adult_Education

s one Assistant Professor, four Lebturers and seven

Assistants_and various rsons with short-term appointments

who are employed:from time to time;

J2) Target Groups and Participants in the Programme

The Programme is open to persons active in adUlt educatibn

provided that they have passed the State Examination or
Wk. an equivalent_diploma and have had at least 3 years

experienceexperience in adult education teaching. In 1977 approximately
30 persons -from Fren90 and Italian Switzerland, France and
Canada studied in the Department. There are special courses
for personnel in the womens'i'workers' and handidapped persons'
sectors;

(3) Goal_of the Training and Types.of_Diploma

The Programme is intended to provide information about the
current situation in adult education., facilitate refledtion

on the stUAentig ownlexperience in t
tfield well as,

provide an opportunity for academic work in.t -student's%

field of special interest or the Departtent's areaof
research; The Dip is granted as as confirmation

_

is'provided-that:the 8 units of Study ectures,-semnars,
coursed with stOcient participation) haVe been
The ilitudent'S programme is indiVidually arrang

of consultation.' The Diplota enjoys relatively'

tivoognition as a university qualification;

(4) Contents and Methods

The course contents change from year to year but regularly

deal with psychdrogical, sociological and economic aspects
of adult education questions of teaching methods, aswell
as structural problems of the education system. Points of
emphasis in course work and research in recent years were
paid educational leave, evaluation and workers'ieducati

The tethodsre those normally used at universities with
a very marked element of co-determination by the students.

.basis

lic

v
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which also extends to the adtinistration_of the'Department.
The latter Alrea y_has,various publications to its Credit.

(5) Relationship with_Practical Life and Cooperation with
Sponsors of Adult ucation
One of the maincha cteristics of the work ofthe Department
is that it haScaos ed the conventional border lines of
university work an has collaborated closely_with trade
unions; women-Si Organizations, institutions for the handicapped
the communities etc.

(6) Orga4zation

The Programme of Advanced Studies is a one7year programme
but usually takeS two or more years to complete, above all
becaUse of the emphasis on field work. VatiOUS course
components take place Outside the university; in suburbs;
new housing areas, trade union, centres etc: The costs are
linked to the normal UhiVersity fees.

University versus Non - academic Training of Adult Educators*

TheWide, indeed almost exclusive experience With non-academic
training programmes --'the Faculty at_peneva is the sole
exception -- naturally means that in Switzerland; university
training for adult edUbatOrS is not simply, ,regarded without
reservation and uncritically as the perfect. solution. Underlying
this pOint of view may be an element of justification for t
MethOdS hitherto adopted by Swiss adult educatiOn. The reason
forthe scelsoL assessment of exclusively academic; training

_

reOn -o;Wever, also a desire to avoid at all cosirs

s 4particuIarlY ihthe light of prTious experience
.Federal Republic of Germany): overemphasis on theory in

adult education and overqualifiCation of adult education personnel;
Tha latter dan'be seen in the fact that there are simply -too
many gOodi to highly-trained; candidates available for the

* The-following remarksiare also based on thestudy by
Armand Claude to Which referenceiwas'already made:Woove.(4)
They are representative for Swiss aduleedUCatiOnIg7tt do notin every r pect reflect the views of the:present author.

°
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limited number Of tiositions available in Swiss adult eduCation,
There are 41so fieldaifor exple continuing_education for

_ workers or parehtd, Where an exclusively academic training can

:be_a_disadvintage rather than an advantage. That is not in any
sense to imply that fbr such basic functions in adult education;

`personnel should be less well trained; it is much rather a question
of the desired educational requirements and the most meaningful
special training of adult education personnel which, from the
Swiss perspective; need not:: ecessarily be .academic training,
On the Other hand a uskyersity.trainingis doUbtless_necessary
for various functi040Wkthj.ii adult eduation; this makes an.

Commitment by the universities imperative.

Presentrendsland Future Prospects in
EdUCatiOtioyin the:Field of

Unilpreita, Adult Education

The SWi ti-Aded cCouncil, as the senior advisory organ
of th&Swis _GOVernmeht.bas, among other-fthings,_the following
reSponsibilit eat-(A) The drawing up of guidelines for the

'ektensionof'and collaboration between the Swiss universities,
whilstpreserving therautonomy of the SwitS Pro
in Matters of schooltind university education;
up of recoMmendationa'fbr thepromotion of the_
the effebtive fulfillmeni.of their respond_
and research:(theMe redbmmehdations are made to

_
DepartMentofthe Interior and the UniversitieS COnference; and
(c).advising the universities On the reform of their structure
and working methods.

-In:the -summer of 1978 the Academic Council will publish its
Third -Rep It-on the Extension of the Swiss uhiver84Ltle8.(15)
As:in the first two report-8; quantitative aspects of. university

-ohs);

and

teaching

ederal

education Will play an important role, but litatiVe COhaidetations
have became much more prominent. An in i :-.eontex

-4-is -that questions of adUiteducation\a e dealt-with in the
,report; in -the chapteron "Aspects of eneral Educational Policy



an entire sect

An importaneA

A7,413.

I irAL1048 of adult education;

fitiVAlitibt(Extnslon is
"to call attention to'

to participate in adult

universities would bonsrS'tv;

accessible to a wide Circ

:= The contribution of the

Oing their course offerings

persons and at the same time
creating special continui :,;eduCetion_coursesi also for interested
persons without previous aliaversity OdUCAtibn. In the opinion
of the AcadeMiC CbUnCil thepmary objective at present is to
recognize the promotion of adult education at the universities
as a project of great importance for future developments and to
integrate it into current reform planning; Thus dedisions would
be avoided which could later make the extension of adult education
more difficult".

=

The relaxation of AdMiSSibn req ments -- as is currently
being tried out in Geneva -- is reg ded'as entirely worthy of
support where an appropriate extension Of course offerings is
undertaken._

In the non- university sector of post-secondary education
the Adade'c diagnoses a lack (4 horizontal mobility

0 : Atand of::o nizdd cooperatiOn between the component parts. An
effeetiVe Means of imr:;roving such co ation is seen in the
creation of training profilea; in Which Components of the training
which were previously given at separate institutions are
consolidated into new training courses. "This wocild achieve

a contlabUtion to_the qu4litative enrichment toOt opportunities
for training Idiversification) at the post- secondary level;
it would at the same time qFp:ate a prerequisite for the extension_

4: ei
of adult education."

- :

Assuting that the primary justification offered for the required
extension of adult education is to provide the individual
tifroughout hiS life with_the possibility of realising and
extending his capacity to act; -the AcadeMiC_COuncil expresses
its commitment to the coricept:Of, recurrence as the means to
achieve life -long learning; H ce even the various forms of

14171basic education are to be des gn-.A ed for recurrent continuing

187
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educatios It is consistent with the foregoing goals that
legislation to regulate paid educational leave is called for,__
since it is usually only With the existence of such legislation
that parqcipation in longer continuing education courses, Which
_alternairWith employment; is possible. Two other basic aspects
of recurrence are also explicitly accepted: "Admission is to
be less dependent on formal proof of achievement than upon
effebtive prior training (which can also be acquired through

practical)experience)"; and "the programmes shall in part consist
Of units of learning which can be combined in various ways and
when so Combined lead to a SUCCeSSful completion of the programme".

1
A long road remains to be travelled before the recommendatiOnS

of the Academic Council summarized briefly here are iMplemented:
The uniVerSitiOS themselves, or at least some of them; will
resist the new functions which have been fbredeen for them inc
the field of adult 640-cation. It will be even more difficult
to implement innovations which require legiSlative or consitutional
changes; J-.;e WhiCh will require the expression of the opinions
of the_voters.

Three examples from recent and very recent history; which are
Very directly related to the problems dealt with he4Fe, provide
grounds for scepticism.

In March of 1973 the Federal Proposal Ooncerning,th6'AmehdMeht

of the Federal;ConstitUtieh With Regard tdIthe:gducationsystem

Was.accepted by a slim majority in the popular.votebUt,rejedted
by the Provinces (Cantons) %431 tp:441* votes. Among other
things thiS bonstitutibnalmelidmen't w old haveatiploiized the
Federal Government to.establiSh principAs forthe cFganization
and extgnsion -of adult edyc

On May 28, 1978 the Swi- lect ate-440,17e ed the Federal
Law on the PrOMOti n of elle Universitie

ld

:OxiResearch by a
vote_of 56.6 per ce tjagainst and 43.- per en in favoUr.

,

Since the PrOvincialLegislature of the Provine of Aargau
intheAutumn of 1976 rejected by a narrow vote. the proposal to
sup ort the project -of an Aargau University Institursgducation;
thee ances that this p be realized ha 'ecreased

ttr

P
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enormously Among other things the project included the detailed

planning of a Department of Adult Educatioye:\(7i 16)
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ADULT PART-TIME

YUGOSLAV UN

V

EdUdation andschoolin n Yugoslavia have recently been
..,,,

undergoing radical changes.; They are being gi.ve4 :peCia
:

attention and have more than any other social prOcess become
the subject of public dehates; vpith deal with -the issue PrOi#0:r'ily

in connectiOn,with workand self-management: In aneilort',
design an adequate_educationaI model; social interests are. -_

,

being.'given.special emphasis. Now more than ever before sit
objectives in education and schooling are belegput in r
Within the devellopments and changes .n the realm'of educ on
air a whole; changes in the realm of higher edtt4tdem have become

.,

necessary; .,'

Some .GenerallTenda in the Realmef-Education

dustrial growth and th;_;flevelcipMent of social rer4tions
havetreitIy increased the need 1-or knowledge. Therefore in
YUgoslavia;es in other countries; the schooling of the young

continuously eXtended;_an ever groWing proportion. of 'the;,-.;

-:young continy their studies -after finishing COMpUlsory 18 yeers)-
schooling; Scisk49tio 70 get cent of the youn -t e ,f7!ceptage
Varied for different areas of'YuoosIavia)

;,.schooling at various typeAof and schoo_

increasing neeaJOrknC4,11edge; e c 'ally Op;,t

the: young to triter iffatitlitiOnst higher edgcatibn.
.

- I
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to thi end were some other factors; such as: inCreasing

aspirations for education, the democratization in the :realm of
_

eduC-ation; the ever increasing concentratibt'Of the population
in cities where education is more readily availablei tkie rising
living standard etc;

NOt all young people, however, who were-exposed to these

factors; did have equal opportunities tO';deintinUe their studies

at institutions- of higher education'either because of objective

reasons (living too far frbm adequate 'schools); or lack Of

required preparatory training, or because theyheld,a job for

which they had been trained at vocational°sChObla.- The greatest

differences, however, in the opportunities to enroll at the

university were due to the fact that the young people were

trained in different types of secondary schools. Secondary

Schools and some secondary vocational schools led directly to

the university whereas the remaining types of schools trained

their_pupils primarily for a job as a result of which it WAS

only an excepWon that their pupils continued their studies
At a higher scholastic level. They were admitted to institutions
of higher learning only after taking an entrance examination.

These examinations; howeveri were so demanding that only few

pupils from vocational schbblS or pupils with some other

'inadequate education' were able to pass them; notwithstanding

the fact that workers were granted thiS opportunity by law.

Thus part-time study developed rather slowly Most of the
requests for eduCation-were granted by some types-of secondary -

hooIs that gave_a somewhat more free access to the general

po elation Of students (School of BUSineSS Management, School

bf WOrk Organization, etc.). Candidates with inadequate secondary
_

education had little choice and sought further education at

institutions at_which part-time study was better organized

and which offered better opportunities fOr fUrther studies_

irrespective of that vocation they themselves would have liked
to adopt.

In order to doaway_with these anomalies; and in order to

give all equal opportunities for further StUdieS and at the same
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time to satisfy the demands of society fcir education, a reform

L

was launched of-all,educational instItut ons above the eight-year
compulsory'school; First the reform of econdary schooling was
undertaken .with the end in view to do away with the dualism
.

of_Ahe secondary school and to ensure that part-time study was .

put on a par with regular studies. Thus adult education at the
university level was an extension of part-time education at lower.
educational leNiels. The reform was also to'solve some other
urgent educational problems.

In the meantime the curricula had become too bulky and

increasingly estranged from practice and life; The final process
of training and the actual preparation for a job began only

after one's entering upon a job. The process of training

following schooling was becoming ever so protracted. The schools
were accused of poorly preparing their graduates for the actual

functions they were expected to carry out in our_society even

though the curricula were too demanding and too bulky; Thus

the reform brought about changes also in the curricula, which

were not to be tailored as_though they were something static

and final but were to follow -the concept of life-long education.

Part of the content of the existing programmes was to be omitted

and. offered later in the form of continuing education, while

some subjects were to be extended over a longer period of time

and were to be included in the university studies as general
subjects (these are primarily subjects of general educational
value).

The curricula of regular schooling and of part-time schooling

are designed in such a manner that they take into account later

continuing education following-regular schooling. Regular
stUdies, part-time study and continuing education are three
equivalent parallel branches of higher education. As a general
trend in the realm of education also the phenomenon that par ime

education is given an increasingly strong emphasis is discernible.

Adult education and regular schooling (education of school -age
children) have been given equal social status by the reform.

The reform introduced also technical training into all

94
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regular schools; accepting at the same time the experience gained
previously by_workers who come back to school for further
education. The experience gained on the_job_is_on a par with
the acquired knowledge in school. "Thus the schooling of the
YOUng and that of: adults are fdaed into a uniform indivisible
system. This being so the social status of adult education has
risen, for it has up till now been Claimed that addlt education
plays only a adbordinated social role.

The new aspects of adult education and its new social
evaluation offer great opportunities for a fast development

_

of part-time study at the university leVel and help_to overcome
the diffiCtiltieS Of, prejudices against and doubts about part -time
'study:at some institutions of higher edUcatiOn, especially some
colleges and art AdAdemies. It is for this reason that the

changes introddced by the reform into education and schooling
should hot be ignored Whenever we speak of the development of
part-tim study in Yugoslavia;

Stages- -in the Development of Part-time Study

So far three Characteristic stages in the development of
part -time study in Yugoslavia can be diadethed. Within this
chronological frAMeWOkk part-time study has gained momentum;
has spread, has earned public respect and has at the,same time
changed qualitatively in such a manner as to meet the needs
Of practical life, to further social development and to comply
with the principles of andragogic theory and andragogic science;

The first stage is represented by the trans- _t____ from

irregular studies tizi-pitc study. Even today part-time
study is frequently equated with irregular Studies even though'
they are two different and distinct pedagogic phenomena; they
are alab distinguished in pedagogic theory and practices.

Irregular studies are defined_ as individual study mainly
on the principle of self-education; This form of education
has been resorted to primarily by_a person who foroneor another
reason has dropped from regular schooling. Irregular
studies have not b n Characterited by any one typical form of
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the educatiOnal process; every irregular stud nt has organizes
his study all by himself and thus differedfrom case to case.
Every irregtlar student fought all by himself his:way to an
examination or diploma. Irregular studies were by and large
Self educetion; It is, hoWever, welt known that pure forms of_

,

SOK-education.are fraughtwith numerous drawbacks and that'
theyno longer;keep pace with the rhythth of modern life

especially because they are not efficient enough; Nowadays time
hs.become a decisive factor in numerous decigt9ns; Fraught
with all the shortcomings of self- education irrsegOar studies
are becomingan increasingly impracticable formfor:Meeting

the need for knowledge.' In the face of all this; .the studies

tdok too. long a time while the effect was rather scanty. Further
development, moreover,., was greatly influenced by the fact that
irregular studies could- be done only insome,disciplines,
primarily those which do' not entail-practical; experimental or
laboratory_work,' Thus irregular students had liimited possibilities
in the choice of disciplines. Irregular study of medicine;
Chemistry, biology and,isimilar disciplines was impossible so that
'only social sciences and the huManities were accessible.

Irregular studies were-primarily compensatory education in
which_the'rcandidates followed the standard regular programme, '

Part-time study, on the other hand, is based on group, study and

learning by_adults;',springing from broader needs of society_
(and' hot only of individuals) for education and is therefore
qualitatively different from irregular studies., Part-time
study is not only compensatory_ study but'also'isinnovative.

Adult students enroll. and follow programmes specially
designed for them. 'They, however, can folloalso entirely
novel programmes (innovational education); which did not yet exist

.

at the time these students obtained'their regular SChooling.

Being based on previously acquired' knowledge and experience,
part-time curricula normally differ from _regular ones; they are
.tailored to do justice to the premiouS,knowIedge and experience
of adults.

The organization of curricula is closely connected with
the problem of the duraEion of part-time-study.. Judging:from

.
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experience, part-time study still takes longer than regular otudy;
e

even though in view of the previously acquired knowledge;

experience and maturity of adults one would expect the opposite
to be true; The reason for this protracted duration of, study

is that the criteria for establishing and evaluating the adUlt

students' previous knowledge and experience are deficient. Since
in Most cases the criteria are missing; all this is neglected
And part-time students are offered a repetition of the standard
regUlar programme. Such a situation; however; is a warning
that in this area we are still lagging behind, for we have
succeeded in solving only some problems posed by part-time

study whereas others are still open_ Frequently parttime
study iS ineffidiently organized; the students are offered
material they know already for oUt t_;Literia are still only formal
education; teaching periods, lectures and subjects. The material
takes practically no issues; is rigidly presented sndsuffers
from the ferMalism with which regular study. is saddled;

_ _

Part-time study has originated in response to a massive
'need for knowledge' = nd is an expression of a general social
interest. Unlike -_ormer irregular students, part-time stfidents

do no longer depe d on self-education only: part-time study
is a special form of higher learning and tepresents.a continuous
and completently,conducted educational process; differing from
regular full-.timestudy by being SpecialIy.programmed and
organized. Beside8 being differently programmed; parttime

education boasts a different didactic approach. The aims and
objectives of part-time education, however, -are the same as
those of regular study; as are the criteria'for the eValbatiOn
Of knowledge (however they are arrived at along different
routes) .

In the first,stage of the development of part-time study
there were only few centers offering well designed 8tittiduld

Part-time study was still looked at askance and'found its way
Only into less_prestigeous institutions of higher educ4tioh'
where the needs oflbractical life were obvious.

The;new Higher Education Act which each_of the Yugoslav
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republics promulgated_in the years 1974 and 1975 set part-time
study on a_par with regular full-time study. In this second

stage Of-the development part-time study became part and parcel
of the entire educational system. Under the new socio-economic

coriditiOnS in the area of education and schooling, irregular

studies definitely withered away. Financial aid was granted

only to group programmes that had been tested and evaluated.

This second stage in the develcOment of part -time study was

characterized primarily by a fast quantitative growth. The
number of part-time increased rapidly while part -time
programmes
-
knowledge.

In addition

were

students

offeredbeing in entirely new branches of

to this quantitative_ growth the second stage

was characterized by certain qualitative. changes: the relations

between part-time and regular education had undergone an alteration.
Patt-tithe education began to influence the organization; the

programming and the remaining problems of regular education.

At the beginning there was a one-way connection so that regular
study programmes exerted theAsr influence on part-time study
Whereas now the influence was also the other way round; In

the advanced educationajt process so many new things had happened
that the already organized and traditional regular full-time
programmes could no longer retain their original form. The
changes brought upon regular full-time study by part-time study
can be summarized as follows: (a) regular study programmes were
remolded into a moreconsistent educational process and began
to function as_a more clearly determined uniform system, lesS
dependent on the Methods of individual teachers or on their
personal professional interests; and (b) regular study aaopted

an increasing number of new didactic approaches and techniques

of advanced- education applicable to both regular students andO
adults at the university;

Relative to the change referred to above it can be Stated
that the reorganizationofxegular full-time study is well under
way. Thus many colleges and other higher education institutions
have been articulating their curricuia so that tingle subjects.

1
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'supplement each other and tie in witheach other in view of the

fundamental educational aims and objectives. This being so the

university has attained:the character of a mass school. The

teacher is chosen in accordance with the demands of the

curriculum and not the other way round when the teaching programme

(curriculum) at the university had been tailored to suit the

professional interests and specialities of the, teacher.

A comparison of the programmes of the same discipline at

various universities revAaled that they differed widely, whereas

the curricula of secondary schools showed practically no

differences. At the university level it was frequently found

that entire areas of knowledge in one discipline were missing

because no competent teacher was available, whereas other areas

of knowledge were overemphasized if staff interests were involved.

In some OniVersity.departments two teachers for the same area

of knowledge were employed with the result that the subject was

allotted many more teaching periods a week. With the development

of part-time study university programmes have been sVpdardized.

The criteria according to which subjects are being chosen are

dictated by educational aims and objectives as they are at

lower level schools.

Thus also the remaining pattern of study is becoming better

organized and predetermined. As a rule examination dates are

fixed in advance for the whole scholastic yglar and tests are

given at least once monthly. Consultations, teachers' offiCe

hours and other help-offered to students are also fiked.

duration of studYis acute. The average

for a disciplide demanding 4 years (8

The problem of the

completion time needed

semesters)has b'en

COnnot endure: s ch

and staff probl

+dents enrolle
-----Of the young generation, one or another student

extend his studies; Mass enrollment, however; makes

study no lqnger feasible.

Under the influence of part-time study, didactics

7 years. The crowded universities simply

retardation because it creates

As long as there were only

at the universities, that is,

findhcial

a handful of

percentage

afford to

protracted

a low

could
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higher education institutions have been undergoing a rapid
development. Scot courses model has been introduced alto in
regular full-time study and has at some departments become a
sine qua non fOr the so-called year-bk-year study Where the
student undergoes tests in all the required_subjects before the
beginning of the new scholastic year. The short course system
enables the students to finish some subjects immediately after
the end of the course, at mid-yeari or later; Thanks to the
introduction of the dhort course system, the students have had
occasionally fewer lectures and a greater opportunity for other
more creative forms of studir;

Following the practicv-established ibpart-time study; an
increasing amount of Written material is being used also in
regular full-time ttUdy. There_is also an ever increasing
Output of text-booksi manuals, expositions, written directions,
etc. _Without all these facilities part-time study would not be
featible, but regular full-tiMe study also greatly prOfitt
from them. Part-time study has also_given an impetus to the
'use Of different audio-visual teaching aidsvwhich up to now have
been rarely used at the university level, even though they have
been widely used at the elementary and secondary school

The above shows that some rather unconventional forms of
education and ever so much praClical work have become-part and
parcel of regular study; Thus regular study should go hand in
hand with cultural engagement, socio-political actions; and the
practical work in variout organizations of associated labour.
The full-time stUdent6 are required to do practical-work in

'order to gain experience acquired otherwise by Adultt on the:-
job._ In these wayt; the profile of the "regular student and that
Of the part-time study gradually approach alOng several routes.
This in turn ties in With e forger development. In the light
of the existing trends the_q estion arises of What is going to
happen in a few years if the bmer_of part-time students will
increase so fast and so stea: ly; The percent-ale of part -time
students has'in some departments even exceeded that of regular
full-tiffie 6tUdents to tha4one.is justified to ask Whether at
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crate Of deVelOpment a day might not come when there would be

no full-time students at all

The answer lies in the reform of part-time education and

in the new P,prt-Time Educati&1 Act involving secondary schools-

and institutions of advanced learning As an undivisible system;

intrinsically connected and intertwined; After nation -wine

public diSCUSSiOnS, the Yugoslav constituent republics have

promulgated their Part-Time Education Act in 1977 or 1978. With
this; part -time StUdyihas /leached a new stage in which the

entire advanced education system will be transfer-Med into adult

education and will fib longer be divided into re ular and part-time

education but into part-time education and re Aittent eddeat'on.

A student will be able to enroll in a university only afte

having held a job for a while And having gained some experience
in practical work; In the face' of the financial capacities

of the organizations of associated labour; it is justified to
expect5that at least at the beginning part-time studies will

prevail, because recurrent eduCatioli:.would put them Under too.

great financial and other Obligatiorg tb the students they-had
sent back to school.

The clearest picture of thei and objectives of the
part-time eduoation can be obea 16y reading those passages
of the prepared law that COnteirOt Status of students. In
YUgoslAVid debate about the se us. of students has been going
on for a long trine: It is closely dennetted with the policy of

SChblarShip funds distributiofi''which, in spite of several effort-S.

could not meet' all the needs And satiny all the ambitions
because Of the ever increasing numbei' of enrolled students;

The debates aboutscholarship fUndS diStribUtion have led to
the tbneldSiOn that our society isnot slrich:(nor is any other
society, for that matter) as to solve tht problem of the ever
increasing need for and aspirations after knowledge by simply
handing out student grants; Thus an alk.e4hAtiVe soluti.o0had
to be found. It is obvious that part-time study offers such
an alternative.

.

The part -time Stildefft has an orderly, social statu5,-olds
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job, is financially independent and can assume hiq duties and
exercise his rights Within the framework of the Yugoslav
Self-management sys em. There isjiot much fear of a part=time
student failing in -'S StUdies. It his job ties '.with his

).n19-

_atUdy_because he work in an industrial branch 0 ar to the
discApline he studies, then he will have even an advantage over
the regular students; he wili bring to the lecture or laboratory'
a certain amount of applicable practical knowledge wh2reas the
regular student will have to begin at the beginning and will
great.rf depend on the tOaCher'S rendition of the subject:
The pieces of information held by a- part -time student come from
several sources and thus may supplement each other, are more
copious and may even shorten part-time study:

Regular students who have StrUgglied with the problem of
scholarships and have had the feeling that they stand on th0
fringe of social events; have increasingly felt and constantly
pointed to the differences in their social status as compared
to that ofjhe part-time StudenA. Ih spite of some di: as,

t
they have come to 'see_the advantages of part-time study have
begun a struggle for an improvement of their own status which,
however; cannot be radically changed if they do. not 4ccel3t new.
additional responsibilities. .The reform visualizes a close '

tie-in of ala students With associated labour bodies; In this
way the social:status of the students will change -and they will"
gradually assume the eharaOter of part-time students; 13T-N, ,

this not only the_ problem of the regular students' means -of
subsistence can be SOlVed,.zibut also theii= social status extended;
bepause_theybecome part and parejI of the production and_._

self - management system. Thus _the higher education
would become_part-time educati:on.

In this stage of daqieldPNent, of course, which is yet to be
____: V.

accomplished,_ not only an attempt must tip made to solve the problem
of the students' social status bUt the changes must also involve

he social role Of university study and other1.1

teaching programmes, the adaptation of education to practical
needs and

problems. It would not be sufficient if.the reform was to

2 9
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solve Only the problem Of the student Pe.- social status without

makiin an at tempt at .--ail0'r1,1 sone concomitant problems which
currently burden educatiCi and schooling. One of the major
successes of the rotoem dOtibt in that it has brought education
nearer to the workshop and life in general. At secondary schools;

great efforts are being made to work our-coMpotpht curricula N_

through which students would be adequately Itained for their

chosen vocation. The higher the level of educatit n h, the mote'

(difticult it is to say what 'adequate education' hdeed means;

What in tact will prepare,the 'candidate fOr hiStfuture jobs-and .

, ,..._.-

life.

The solution to this problem lies iii Making education and
work A closely khit and intertwined process at educational
levels above secondary school: Thdit uhiversittUdy becomes
entirely part7tiitie study in the very sense of the word.

Irr tnis solution the answer is found to some claiMs of

some foreAin pedagogic researchers that the more'the study time
ha_ s been protracted; the more schooling has become All AbStract

Structure estranged frbm real life. Vqie greater the number of

years spent at school; the looser are. the contacts with the

actual aims and Objectives of the study themselves; the study

has begun to be pursued for its own sake: With the years;

also the motivation fbr ediication decreases; the candidates

squeeze out of-the educational process a bare minimum; much

as is absOlutely necessary fb:e. the conclusion of their`- study;

since for more they lack the mO-ivatiph: The present -day needs

for knowledge, however, call fOr mayaimum efficiency and more than
that; it is not enough tliSt one knows something; -.that one is
able to reproduce certain' faetS; the criterion Tor successful,

education is that one is capable of using that khdWledge in

practical life; that one can apply the acguriedkripwledge. . For

this purpose part-time study is much more suitable whereas
full-time study is less satifa-ctoty in,this respect.

It As expected that'in the future part-time study Will not
y mei-ely one of the possible -Alternatives.available to the,

Students, blit wil4 become ithe sole educatipnal system suppleMented
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Only by the previously concluded schooling- and recurrent education.

-The DeveIo eht_of TLAII=-tdme Stud
in Yug rom 196 to.

The datil compiled for the whole of ,ligoslavia show some general
trends in development. First of all it must be said that so
far the development of part-time study has been rather irregular;
there are considerable discrepanCies between the institutions
of higher education and colleges as'to the number, of enrolled
part-tiMe students as well as in the proportioh of graduates,.

The available data ihditate that part-time study is in
large measure a question of prestige as to the -type of school
andthe-social structure of part-time students. (see Tables);
Part-time study has had the fastest development at schools of
higher education other than universities (4 semestersel the same
has be true of institutions of advanced learning_ The development
at universities has been somewhat slower. As to the development
of part-time study at_the universitios it has been found that
the- various disciplines have diverged and greatly differed.'
The lowest percebtage of part time students has ben found at

tar academies. It seems tha theSe institutions admif primarily.
talented individuals to exclusively full -time study;

Tpe_differences in the development Of part,-time study have
also been due to the different degreesof comp4eity f-the
,study and t1 the nature of the discipline.-` It,- -be said that"
there is practically no -ea of knowledge in'whl part-time study1 t.

_ .

'could not be.organized (here belongs also the StUdy of medicine:
about which so many doubts haVebeeh voiced). The question,.
hovillter, is by this c_means of what methods and forts of Work. ths an_

,

.-

be attained; The differenkes between the data; for iodividual
inStitUtiens-,dre'by no means due to major differences between

disciplines and thus cannot be attributed to th m.

AMbhg the graduates from two-year post7Sede ary institutions
there are 75 per cent of part -time students, And Lily .in' three,
instances (of the 19 Istpd type of such ihatitU ions), the
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percentage of graduates from among part -time atUdents drops_

below 20 (Sdhool of Chemistry and Technology,,School of Marine

Engineering; School of Statistics). DI all the remaining

institutions theproportion is much higher and includes about
one-half of the students:

TWo-year post- secondary institutions face a special situation;
SoMe have bpen set upexclusively,fOr part -time StUdehts (School

of Pblitical Sciences, which, however; is not included in our

data); later on the number of part-tithe StUdehtS haS decreased

in favour of full-time students. Two-year post-secondary

institutions have always the ambition. to betOpe,i0dOrpbrated

into a university; as a result, they endeavour to approach one

way -or another faculty standards and put emphasis on regular
full -time study. Theproportion of graduates from part-time
study has ranged in recent years from 36 to 100 per cent (Sdhool
of. Economics),

In the light -of the type of schools at whith part-time study

is most developed one can 'conclude that part-time study develops
under the pressure of economic and societal needA.

The proportion of part-time students among university

graduates ranges from 0.1 to 32 per cent; The highest percentage
hardly reaches the 16Wer limit of the hitherto discusged schools.

The data reveal that Part-time study programmes at the university
.

have not developed in keeping With the needs of industry; but
have developed where it was easier; because of the nature of
the work; to shift froth irregular studies to adult group studies.

,

These:are: Faculty of Law; Faculty of Economics, Faculty of
'-Philology, Faculty of Palitidal Stiences, and Faculty of
Philosophy. Actual needs for personnel_; however; demand that
lir,arttillw study programmes be deVelaped in the areas of technology;

mathematics, and natural sciences; which; of course; would
present A somewhat more complex problem.

The data under discussion are valid for the,whole of YugdSlaVia.
In the summary)data; hOWOVer, sight Was rost of some special

problems which have appeared here, and there at the universities
As harb4gers of a new deVelbpMeht. Ih some places isolated
islands of part-time education have sprung up; They have been

205
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initiated by indiVidual teachers who have brought in new ideas
froth their study abroad. Let us cite as an example from the

University of Ljubljana where part-time study is best developed
at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and the FACUlty of
Electrical Engineering, and less so where one would expect
it frorvthe nature of the disciplines; :In thiS Stage Of the_
development of part -time study many varied forces and agencies
tra.Ve been at work. Part-time study has only recently betome
a well-rounded system.

So far we have had a look at the data for Yugoslavia by
faculties; two-year post secondary institutionsi'academies and
higher level schools.- We have seen that part -time study Varies,
greatly in extent; It hAS shown a fast growth especially at
some higher level schools and faculties; If; however; we have
a look at the popuIatiOn of. part -time studetts as_a whole, we
see that it grows only slowly. The number Of part-time students

at two-year post-secondary institutions and faculties haS
increased by-12 per cent between-1966 and 1975; The same increase
has been observedin the number Ot graduates frbm among the ranks
of part -time students in firigher education.

There are considerable diffetenteS between the number of
graduates fret the ranks of part-time students at higher level 46
schoOls or after _4 semesters at the university (38 per cent) on
the one hand, and the number of graduates who have finished study
at_an institution of advanced learning or 'fatUlty. (6 per_cent).
The'reason fer such a great difference seems to be in the fact
that part-time study is better develbped at higher level schools
than at facultieS. Sbme higher,level schools have been set up
exclUsively for part7time study (School for Wbrk Organi2ation,
School of Business; SChedl fOr_Transportationi School of Political
Sciences). It has been -only later that these Sehdbls have

begun-to enroll also fU117time students. The differences are
dile Also to subjeative factors: Since for a student the attainment

_ -
of a diploma of a nbigher leVel SChbel is a rather short-term
venture, it represents a much more attractive:objeCtive than a
diploma that could be attaled in an unknown number of years

/! 1

and with unpredictable difficulties.

2 1)P



Table 1

Part-time Study GradUates.in:Higher EdUtation
(Percentage for 1966-1-9 -75)

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 197414 1975

(A) FACULTIES:
1. Philosophy ...;/17 18 21 21 20 18 143 15 13 13
2. Phtioldqy 17 20 22 22 22 22 22 23 25 22
3. Natural Sciences and
_ MathematicS: 11 11 11 10 13 -11 7 9 7 10
4. Architecture* 3 0.9 1.3 5 4 3 2 2.7 2 3
5. Civil Engineering :0.3 - 1.2 0.9 2 0.6 0.3 1 1 ti ; 9
6; Geodesy 1 1 5 - 2 10 3 1.8 = 6
7, Mechanical Engineering 0.3 0.4 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 4
8; Uansportation

Engineering .. ,

12.-7 - 7 5 3 2 1 _
9; ElectriCal Engineering 0.5 0.3 1.5 - 0.7 1 0.2 0.7 1

10. Chemistry and -
Technology 0.3 2 2 1.--4 1, 1 0.7 0.3

11 FOod Technology 9 8 3.8 :7
i

.,979 _ 2 , 4 2
12. Mining Engineering - 0.8 0.8 7 0.9 0.8 3 2 12 . 7
I3 qeology_ 1 5.6 6 ; 2 4 - 1 2 3
14. Metalluigy _1

; 4 3 - - 0.1
IS; Agronomy 7 6 6.3 6 7 5 5 4- 4 4
16. Forestry 2 5 3.7 7 3 3 7 1.6

: 4- _17.: Veterinary Sciences 2 6 5 3 5 1 ;0;9 - - 0.4
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Table 1

Part-time Study Graduates in Higher Education

(Percentaies for 1966-1975) (Cont'd)

1966 1967

18. Economics

19; Law

20. Political Sciences

21; Medicine

22. Stomatology

,23, Pharmacology

22

42

0,2

5

2

25

,46

14

0.4

5

0.6~ .11

(B) ACADEMIES

1. Academy of Arts
1

2. Academy of Music 0.6

3. Academy of Theatrical

Arts _(Theatre, Radio,

Television) 11

(C) FOUR-YEAR1_

POST-SECONDARY

INSTITUTIONS

1; Defectology 21 54

2, Physical Culture 23 16

3, E conomics 22 52

4, Administration 55 56

5, Political Sciences n 19

1968

27

43

14

0.07

2

1

1

2.9

54

28
lt,

51

50

33

1969 1970

28

38

27

0.1

2

31

42

13

0,07

4

1 -3

1,7 2.7

5 8,6

66 73

47 33

76 90

73 68

2 NIP

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

30 30 24 24 22

41 39 35 33 32

17 14- 16 17 19

0.1 0,1

2 8 7 3 4

0.5 1.2 0.3

=111110=1.1...

3 2 3

21 20 9

76 48

24 45 45 36

100 96 100 -

72 72 75 78'

=1.



Tabl 1

Part-time Study Graduates in Higher Education
d

(Percentages'for 1966-1975) (Cont'd)

1966 1967 1968 .1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
.!'.......r...I.=...=mmsm..r.r,P.FnmMmrl.m.r.n.w.y.w..ddmrrMNnmlw

(D) TWO-YEAR

POST-SECONDARY,

INSTITUTIONS
4.

1. Education 28 34 35 35 46 48 4-8 52 55 50

2; Podagogical.Academy 35 39 37 39 36 38 ,43 48 61 61

3, Defectology
59 54 48 52 57 64 56 ' 71'

4; Mechanical EnqinOring- 17 25 31 39 55 37 33 42 36 38

5. Civil Engineering 8 17 6 14 22 33' 31 40 44 39

6.. Electrical Engineering 7 7 17 20 27 25 18 23 33 31

7. Chemi,stiy_and

Technology 3313 9 12, 43 . 21 18 12

8: Food Technology_
17 28 33 18 28 .33 25 38 32 33

9. Marine Engineering 4 8 11 9.5 10 .8 , 10 11 14 11

Agriculture
12 16. 14 15. 14 24 \ 26 36 32 45

11. Economics 52 56 54 59 ° 62 56 58 62 62 56

12. Accounting 72 71 74 "' 76 79 79 78 69 73 75

13, Foreign Trade 55 49 39 53 48 69 64 49 66 63

14; Statistics 26 28 40 34 ; 28 32 21 12 29 11

15.-.iministration 69 64 71 74,' 80 77 67 68 69 70

16; Law 54 66 42 73 56 41 57 53 51 ' 49

17. Organization of Labatt, . 8 51 32 45 4 1 43 30 4,

18; Social Work 30 33' 30 29 31 37 34 35 39 1 40.

1.9. Nursing 54 68 55 1) 55 52 60 6 57
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Among part-time studvWan interesting study pattern, has

em07-gee:Quite'a.iiumber,i-graduates from a higher level"sphool

enroll at-a faculty;for-Viey seem to think that it is Simpler,

to attain a faculty,diploma after they have'finished a higher

level school;
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Conclusion

At the present time part-time study still represents the

*gore difficult alternative road to a "diploma. The opportunities

Offered by institutions of higher education in total vary greatly.

By and large each student generation inclIdes some 25 per cent

of part-time students of which only every _fourth or fifth

graduates?

In various societal_ documents the_potential social satus of

-part-time study is puton a par with or is even higher than that

of regular lull-timestudy. In reality, however, part -time

study still'has a poor reputation among people and in some

professional circles andirepresents_an inferior alternative,

Thiscan be seen from rh6" opinfons so frequently encountered in

practice. Such opinions are not encouraging, especially not

for _educational institutions which are to introduce part-time

study into their teaching programmes or Whidh are to further

develop them.

>There is also much uncertainty as to the Criteria for the

evaluation of the knowledge derived from part-time study; In

practice, some case's have been found in which the criteria
havebeerLconsiderably laxer thanthose for regular study
espeddilly so at thoSe sehOOl8 attrhiCh the criteria for the

evaldation of knot/ledge have been found to greatly differ from

discipline to,discipline in regular study; It has,.hewever,__
also been_reported that at some schools the criteria for the

. ,

evaluation of knowledge acquired in part-time study is higher

than usual--"becaUse. part -time;students prepare themselves for

the examinat on more thoroughly; beJcause they are better informed

and have the r own experiences as a result of which they can

answer more demandfng questions ":

210
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A considerable shortcoming of,part-time study is lack of

reliable criteria for the.eyaluation-of the previously_(also

informally) acquired knowledge and experience; Therefore

part-time study is-.frequently specious and.becomes needlessly

protracted. 'Another even worse conseguenceof the rudimentary

criteria for evaluating the experience of adults is.the refusal
to introduce part-time study in the area of some natural sciences;

technology, medicine, etc, where the teachers -yam not know how

to tie in the,reguired laboratory and other p aLical work with

the experience ofiadultt gained on the job. Here everything

is judged from the point of view of regular-,_full-time study and

no attempt is made to devise teaching methods applicable to
part-time students. reason of all this some faculties still
reject part-time study.

Experience shows that awing to some attending circumstances

part-time study is still subject to social discrimination.,

It attracts primarily students coming from financially weak

social strata, because it'is chpaper, while it is looted at -7_

askance by students from the upper social strata on account of
its low prestige.

Normativeli, part -time study is promised a great. future;

There isi howeVer; still a considerable difference between the

normative pattern of part-time study and the actual practice
in this area. Pedagogues will have to make great efforts in

order to-develop and transform this patte "'If study into a
general system of university studies; -T development as a
whole, however, depends on the interdisciplinary approach involving
a number of specialists as well as on a revised attitude towards
part-time study.

211
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